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Introduction.

Only a decade ago most language arts, educators did not consider
film essential to instruction in the elementary schools. Teachers and
librarians had generally been introduced to children's. literature in
traditional undergraduate classes that stressed the merits of books but
ignored the potential of films. When films were discussed, the empha-
sis was upon how well they translated fiction already acceptable in
the classroom.

Yet it is not uncommon for children to be inspirgd by films, to
wont to discuss further the subject introduced by a film, and to seek
additional information about the subject, often by reading. As early as
the fifties and sixties, media specialists cautioned that television and
film would become "rival educators" if teachers failed to recognize,
that new teaching techniques were required -for visually sophisticated
youngsters, the products of a communications environment. Abraham
Cohen, writing in the Library Journal (February 15, 1967), observed
that educators

must understand how the communication process works, and how
attention-is gained. They must know and appreciate that new and
improved communication 'devices can become an important help
in meeting the problem of interesting and motivating the student
to learn.. .. To the student, who sees and hears with the alertness
of youth, a transfer to filiiimay be the very opening to percep-
tions so zealously sought by the teacher. (p. 40)

Referring - specifically to the language ails curriculum, he added,

Film can motivate. Its 1.1Se AV literature classes is a sterling
t example, for here it i well used to epcourage 4 more signficant

evaluation of a book. Seeing values in a book is often easier
after the film has been viewed. It is not unusual for the student
to suddenly become aware of certain qualities of printed material
he othervAte simply would not or could not comprehend. The
auth r's intent, point of view, and literary seal' can ofteh be more
sharp demonstrated with a ciLematic presentation. Contrasts
and conflicts will spur discussion of portions of the book which
may hlve otherwise been difficult to treat in class. (p.,40)
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P. May

Indeed, the notion that film viewing curtails rea ling has largely
been discarded, A Library of Congress seminar, -Television, the Bo Ok,
and the Classroom," reported that book sales per p .rson were three
times greater in J978 than in 1953 (Publishers Wee , May 8, 1978,
p. 21). And librarians as well as booksellers note thatIt evision adap-
tations of books not only entertain but generate an i crest in the
books themselves; witness the media effect on the sales o Where the
Red Fern Crows, Watership Dowhand Little Lord Faunae oy.

Most, film's, as a matter of fact, are not designed to reply -e books.
True, purists like *Morton Schindel of Weston Woods Studi insist
upon authenticity and create beautiful films and filmstrips t at care-.
fully retain the integrity of stories alreitdy in print, and t it films
can serve to introduce a book to young readers or to ena e theth to
experience again the joys of 5 familiar tale. In a Sense, such, films
parallel the activity of generations of elementary teachers who have
introduced new books and kept alive the happy memories of fsamiliar
ones by reading aloud to their students. Producers like Bert Salzman,
on the other hand, create their own moving stories on film. Both
original film literature And 'film interpretations'of books are valid
experiences for yotthg children, and neither, competes with the goals
of reading programs. Instead, many teachers are discovering a symbi-
otic relationship between the visual mass media. and print, with each
augmenting the effectiveness of the other.

if teachers are to use films and filinstrips, to enhance and extend the
language arts experietces of today's yoUngsterSchildren who have
typically spent 6000 hours in' front of the television screen before
entering first gradethey must have ready access to information con _/
cerning quality materials. And it is difficult and time-consumirisg to
locate and select films for classroom use. In response to that need and
to encourage the sensible and sensitive use of films in the elementary
classroom, I began work on an annotated' bibliography designed to'
guide teachers,-librarians, and media specialists in the choice of these
materials. With few exceptionsthe search was limited to productions
Of the seventies. Films and Filmstrips for Language Arts, is the result.

Selection Criteria

Ideally, we all seek guidelines in the selection of films for classroom
use;.realistically, there are few that everyone can agree upon. Never-
theless, certain criteria were followed in compiling this bibliography.
First, most of the films and filmstlips idled here were designed for
use with children ages five through twelv Those produced for other
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tdiences were carefully evaluated before adding them to the list.
'Second, selections were based on the potential of material for generat-
ing classrocmi activities-Lwritirig assignments, discussion topics,'read-
ing correlatives. Third, the technical quality of the material was
considered. Is the sound track clear and the narration or dialogue
easily followed? Ate visual elements attractive and appropriate to the
film's purpose? Has the film been effectively edited? Traditional .nar-
rative elements-- dialogue, characterization, themeWere the fourth
consideration in cimjunction, of 'course, with assessments of setting,
costume, and casting. The emotional and intellectual impact of the
film was the fifth criterion.'Will the film, arouse the child's curiosity,
deepen sensitivity, broaden perspective? Finally, all Mins and film-
strips were chosen because they deal with concepts important to the
elementary school curriculum. Nonfiction materials were judged on
authenticity and how wt,;11 they corfelated withpriAted materials. The
focus. then, 'throughout this bibliography has been on quality mate-
rials of value to the language arts teacher. . .

In addition to these guidelines Oar selection, each of the nearly
. three hundred films and filmstrips discussed here received at least one

review of endorse&ni, typically/ in professional journals like Booklist,
or Previews, and all hAte beep viewed by me. Often films were shown
to children to evaluate audience appeal and response, Special atten-
tion was given to locating nonsexist and multicultural presentations,

. and the ethnic mix represented in then) final selections should encour-
age y'oZng people to reconsider stereotyped perceptions and clicM
judgments. ThcOmge of theme, charaeter, and setting is broad-7from
Aesop's lables.to shoplifting?flom the velveteen rabbit of the English
nursery to Petronella, that thoroughly modern princess who rescVecstz
her prince. Similarly, a variety f film techniques from American A
foreign artists is represented. per and clay sculpture, porcelain
figurines, puppets,- wooden blpc s in animation, paper silhouettes.

' Andabosie all there liar been an emphasis on incl ng_ciality chil-
dren's literatur

3

Using the Book

The films and filmstrips are,listed ilphabetically y title and num-
beredbered sequentially. The general subject index and the children's liter-
ature indexes are keyed to these numbers. All productions are in color

' unless otherwise indicated, and all films are 16 mm. Teacher's guides
of special merit are mentioned. The identification line that precedes
each annotation includes title, running time, producer or distributor,.
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\ttr' .1.date, at most suitable grade levelDates, as all filmophiles know, ,

are sometimes difficult to; specify, '6veeially with older films. Caul*
lugs and reviewers variously assign copyright dates, release dates, o
evenin some qualogsacquisition dates. In general, the earli
date for a given film. or filmstrip was used. Because of the range
sophistication among students within a given grade and th
siderable overlap betWeen gra es, Only two audience designation.
primary'(kindergarten through third grade) alto! intermediate kfourt
through sixth grade)are given. `Nevertheless, many of the films
labeled primary are appropriate for older youngsters,. depending upon
the teacher's purposes and the nature of the follow-up. assignments:
An aniMAted folktale for kindergartners may, for example, be analyzed
by much old* children who are considering themes and characterS in

' folk literature or who are undertaking the study of animation tech-
niques. Conversely, many third graders can be interested in films
designated intermediate.

,
Addresses of producers and distributors mentioned in the,identifi-

catiOn lines are listed at the back of the book. It should be noted that.
(..many of these films are. available from stiurces besides those listett

here. Schsbol -and public Librarians and school ine'dia departments can
'help teachers choose the nearest or least expensive rental source or the
most efficient purchase source. In this respect, Educational Film
Locator published by the Consortium of University Film Centers and
R. R. Bowker Company, The Video Source Book. Audiovisual Market
Place, and Media Review Digest will serve teachers as handy references
for production and distribution information.

Prices, both rental and` purchase, have been omitted becauge of
frequent. changes. To ensure that films and firmstrips listed here were
still available, however, all companies were contacted in the spring of
1980 to confirm. title currency.

Since the selection of curriculum materials is always a complex
task dependent in part upon subjective judgments, educational priori-
ties, and instructilmal objectives, this bibliography cannot serve as thl
sole guide 4a -the selection of films and filmstrips for language arts. It
does not pretend to,,be a complete or comprehensive assessment of the
multitude of productions available in the Sield. It can, however, save
teachers and librarian's many hours of relearch and will, I believe, i
encourage (he creative use of films and filmstrips within the. tradi-
tional language arts curriculum. Finally, it is my hope that teachers
who have not enjoyed the benefits that films and filmstrips brin to
their teaching will be encouraged to experiment with some of t ese

and that those who are already enthusiastic users will find here so e
prOductions to add to their lists of favorites. '

'8
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The Annotations

I Adventures in Listening. Set of six filmstrips, disc or cassette.
Coronet Films, 1975. Primary.

The listener-viewer is encouraged to react to the s nds presented
in this letthe sounds of home, school. park , and city. The
filmstrips emphasize the importance of !keening in gairiing an

jonderstanding of everyday activities. With its well-written script
and exception4lly distinct audio, the set can be used to introduce

4 blind childien to sounds in the environment.
.

2 Aesop's Fables I4and U. Set of eight filmstrips, cassette. Eye Gate
Media, 1978, Primary.

Designed to involve beginning readers, this version of the tales is
read first by a narrator; the visuals are then rerun and children
are encouraged to read the text to themselves. The illustrations
are bright, the vocabulary is suitable for most seven-year:olds,
and the audio is well paced. Among the eight familiar fables,are
"The Grasshopper and the Ant," "The Tortoise and the Hare."
and "The Fox and the Grapes."

3 Aesop's Famous Fables. Set of six filmstrips, disc or cassette.
Society for 'Visual Education, 1979. Primary.

The great value of this set is that it preserves the literary quality
of these short moral tales. Simple yisuals, combined with a well-
paced narration, offer a good introduction to the old fables for
young children.

4 All about Bobby. Film, la minutes.-Barr Films, 1975. Interme-
diate.

This carefully edited film introduces the idea that each of us can
be viewed in many ways by the people who know us. Bobby, a
twelve-year-old Chicano youth, is variously described t .)4eople

,y know hirr#Las cute, shy, aggressive, stuck-up, lazy, talented
illustrating the process by which we form our opinions of,others
and proving how difficult it is to judge another person. The film
has good narration and well-paced background music.

5 America Rock. Series of ten films, 3 minutes each. Xerox Films,
1976. Primary/Intermediate.

These lighthearted musicals are an introduction to basic episode6
of American history, including the country's discovery, its found-
ing, and its efforts at self-direction. The comic animation appeals
to the child's sense of humor, the music is well produced, and the,
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%Ilse convey the suity of a new country's struggles and
sue ses. Produced by Sc holastic Rock, Inc., for the Bi«Inen-
nial, this series is a valuable addition 10 film collections for its
entertainment and educational qualities. Among the titles are
"No More Kingsufferin' until'Suffrage," "Elbow Room"
and "The Great AiAilican Melting Poi."

b American Stingfest. Film, 'II :ninnies. Weston Woods Studios,
1976. Inierniftt

Although Mi. filar can be seen s a inomotional piece for Weston
Woods, it has a strong script , id memorable live-actioit shots
that children enjoy. Designed for the Bicentennial, it shows how
various author-artists view the American panorama. Much of the
film's overall appeal for youngsters comes front the homey nar-
ration by a barefooted Robert McCloskey, whose boyish charm
sparkles as he introduces us to films bacZd on four picture books
that portray the Atnerican spirit through popular song: Yankee
Doodle, The Foolish Frog, She'll Be Comin"rOund. the Moun-
lain, and The Star Spangled Banner, Pew Seeger is shown in his
(-Mini on the Hudson River, Peter Spier and Robert Quackenbush
are visited in their studios, and we are introduced to Steven
Kellogg. Careful editing is evidtit, animation and live-action
shots are well combined, andithe good sound track encourages
viewers to sing along. The film can be used to kgroduce a unit
on folk music, to stinmlate interest in American history, or to
initiate the study of graphic arts.

7 The Americans: Colonization. Set of twelve filmstrips, cassette,
'teacher's guide. International Film Bureau, 1978. Intermediate.

The calonial.period is introduced through the biographieS of a

dozen of its fieroes. -Dramatic music, a strong narrative, and a

fast-paced script make this an excellent set. in spite of a voice
echo on the -tapes. The information presented is accurate and
encourages older elementary students to go on to read about
these historical figures. Among those included in the set are
General BraddoCk, Peter Stuyvesant, William Penn, Sir Walter
Raleigh, Captain John Smith, and Roger Williams, For teachers
whose backgroundin colonial history is sketchy, these ilmstrips
are extremely,,useful. In ad ition, they can be used for indepen-
dent study and to intr e students to biography. The Ameri-
ains is a seilts'that i u es two other twelve-strip sets: "The
Seeds of Revolution" a "The Revolutionary War.",

A 0
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8 The Amish: A People of Pres6vation. Film,'28-minute edited
version; also available in a 59- minute wrsion. EncyclopaTlin
Britannica Educational Corporation, 1976. Intermediate. ,

Winner of a LINE Golden Eagle, this film is an informative,
thought-provoking intmduction to an American religious minor-
ity. The well-organized narrative discusses Amish community
life, cultural traditions, and religious customs. Through touch-
ing scenes of children playing, families working together, and
community religious activities, the film communicates the close
relation of the Amish to the land and their unique value system.
The film is an excellent source on the Amish, who usually dis-
courage photographs of their people and discussions of their
beliefs with those outside their faith.

9 Amish Life and Culture. Filmstrip, cauttie Enjoy Communi-
cating, 1979. Intermediate.

Designed for older children, this filmstrip offers a straightfor-
ward presentation that objectively explains the Amish life-style.
All photographs are of thr Amish and their artifacts. The sctipt
is highly informative, especially about economic and cultural
aspects; less is said about the religious beliefs'of ape Amish, The
filmstrip is a useful supplement when discussing minorities and
religious fryedom.

10 Artfitel and Big Joe. Film, 27*-minutes. Learning Corporation of
Afnerica, 1975. Intermediate.

Bert Salzman wrote and directed this Academy Award ning
film about an Hispanic boy and his tenuous relatio wit
an Italian who befriends him. Salzman's productions a lw ys

evocatilve; this is exception. Strong acting and
good editing combine to create a 'film that has a lasti9e impact
on most preadolescents in spite of a relatively thin `story line.
The story centers on Angel's nomadic existence as the oldest son
in a poor migrant family, and on the loneliness of Big Joe, a
telephone lineman. Forced to decide between duty to his family
and his growing trust in Big Joe, Angel chooses his family. The
film's themecultural acceptance and learning to face dis43-
pointmentis carefully developed.

I1 Annie and the Old pne. Film, 16 minutes. BFA Educational
Media, 1976. Interme&ate.

Based on Miska Miles's book by the same title,, this well-produced
visual interpretation of the inevitability of death and of the sad-

11
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nes, one feels at tin. prospect of losing someone special also
serves as an inuodtic lion to the Navajo way of life. Elie Old One
has come to believe that she will' rejoin the rant] when the lug
she is weaving is finishes( and taken front its loom. Annie, het
glancidatightel, tiles to inteivene by forestalling mulpletion cif
the lug. Besides being title to the original sun y, the film version
is c [rally nairated and realistic ally mac ted against it bac kgiound
of beatnik', scenery.

12 Apt. 3. F11m, M minutes. %%lesion /A'oods Studios, 1977. Pi imary.

Sam and his brothel Ben trade the sound of a harmonic a and
find it blind Mall who spates with them the gift of insight. The
simple theme of II iencisiiip expressed in Ulna ,hack keats's cjrigi
nal story is faithfully maintained in this nonographic version.
Like the oil paintings that illustrate the book, the film suggests
cite forbidding elements that are associated with life in tem. -meat
housing; yet brainy is discovered within gloom.

Aucassin and Nicolette. Film. lb minmes:Natinnal Boatel
of Canada, 1975, intermediate.

1 tie Reiinger's expertise in animation is demonstrated in her
of j ninon of this French medieval c !tante fable of two lovers. 'k-
ing delicately con'strueted silhouettes against pastel backgrounds,
she cremes an unusually artistic visual experience. The narration
is limited, but the action explains itself and is readily followed
by young viewers. because of its noteworthy an techniques, the
film is useful-i5 art as well as language arts classes.

11 Backyard Science, Series II. Set of four filmstrips, disc or cassette,
teacher's guide. BFA Educatio. nal Media, 1975. Intermediate.
Produced by Norman Bean, this series relies in-excellent nature

Photography, including several close-up shots, to introduce
youngsters to spiders, snails, fish, and reptiles. Backed by deli-
cate harp music, the st offers an intimate glimpse of these back-
yard creatures, showing their positive relationship to human life
as well as their occasional danger to us. Series I of Backyard
Science also contains fotkr filmstrips: ants, bees, beetles, and
crickets

15 Balthazar the Lion. Film, 12 minutes. Wombat Prod ctions,
19711. Primary.

Everyday materialsboxes, strips of wood, paper, paintsare
used to create the zoo animals, the people, and the props in this

12
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nonnarrated film about. an overly hungry lion who eats every-
thing he can get his mouth around. Becatise the animation is
relatively-simple, the film can be used to introduce older chil-
dren to film production and to encourage them to animate a
story. The story's ,theme. resembles that of "Mother, Mother, I
reel Sick," the familiar rhyme repr,16ced in a pictute book by
Remy Charlipand illustrates the necessity for responsible behav-
ior within social groups. Simple harmonica music create an
interesting background.,

16 Beauty and the Beagt. Film, 19 minutes, teacher's guide. Coronet,
1978. PtirAary.

The charm of this simple version of Perrault's Beauty and thj
Beast is in its clever use of porcelain} figurines as the main
characters,. Both music and narration are enjoyed and understood
by the young child. Because thissversion .emphas4es the love
theme between beast ,and in#iden, it.is somewhat less acceptable
to older children. Marianna Mayer's piciiire book of this familiar
tale has greater depth and is a valuable follow-up to the filM.

t
" .17 Being Right, Can You Stilliose? Film, 21 minutes. Walt Disney

educational Media, 1976. Intermediate. 1
A clip from Ride a Pony, one of Disney's full-lengt live-action
family dramas, this is a thought-provoking presentat n concern-
ing courtroom justice, the loyalty of pets, and the difficulty of
finding answers to ethical questions. Two youngsteis lay claim
to a wild pony, and the judge decides to let the pony decide. The
boy wins; the girl; who knows she is right, loses. The film is
convincing, and the theme of personal- exoneration is clearly
presented. This film is an excellent vehicle to promote group
discussion,

18 Big Henry and the Polka Dot Kid. Film, 33-minute edited ver-
sion; also available in a 51-minute version. Learning Corpora-
tion of America, 1977. Intermediate.

Produced by Linda Gottlieb, this highly emotional film is fast
becoming a classic for viewers of all ages. Based on the story
"Luke Baldwin's Vow" by Canadian author Morley Callaghan,
the production concentrates on one well-rounded characterBig
Henry, who ismore at home with logic than with emotionand
three rather less developed charactersLuke Baldwin, a dog
named Dan, and the unorthodox Edwina. Luke, as the Polka
Dot Kid, is convincing to young viewers in his efforts to save

13
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Dan, a blind mbngrel dog' his' uncle is ready to'destroy. The
acting and technical aspects make this film above average. Chil-
dren thoroughly enjoy this moving, suspense-filled adventure.

19 Bighorn! Film, 26 minutes. Marty Stouffer Productions: 1972.
Intermediate.

With excellent photography and an explicit script, this film por-
trays how the bighorn sheep exist. Following the herd from one
season .to the next,, he film shows in the process the entire Rocky
Mofuntain environmental community. Because the narration is
packed with information, the production is best understood by
older children. Younger ones, however, enjoy the visuals and the
story line, which include the ritual fight between males, the
birth of a famb, and the feeding and migratory habits of the
flock. The narration makes a strong plea for the care of endan-
gered species.

20 Birds in Winter (second edition). Film, 11 minutes. Coronet
Films, 1975. Primary/Intermediate.

gose-up photography hasteen expertly combined with an infor -\
mative narrative-by a bird-watcher who explains the habits and
characteristics of winter birds as he watches them at feeding
stations. The excellent photography enables young children to
identify common winter birds of the Midwest and Northeast,
such Is the cardinal, chickadee, junco, sparrow, nuthatch, and
blue jay. Some hints are given for setting up feeding stations.

21 The Boy and the Bridge. Film, 6 minutes. Encyclopaedia Britan-
nica Educational Corporation, ,1975. Intermediate.
Produced by Jugoslavija Films, this live-action short is an excel-
lent nonnarrated excursion into the traditional culture of a'small
East European village. Guitar music provides the background
while the visuals convey a teenager's desire to jump from a tall,
arched bridge to priite his manhood. After watching the others
and contemplating the jump, he gathers hiscourage and plunges
feet first down into the water. When hesurfaces, he is greeted by
the praise of other boys.

22 The Boy Who Heard Music. Film, 13 minutes. Texture Films,
1.976. Primary.

%"Set in Quebec, this. live-action, nonnarrated oduction depicts a
charming preschooler who tours the streeff of the city in his
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little Car. Because of his generosity, he is rewarded and finds
hizn'self able to hear magnificent organ music. The viewer also
hears the music7-by Dietrich Buxtehudeand is 'delighted with
the effect. Because the production echoes the plot of "The Gold-
en Goose," it combines nicely with a reading of that folktale.

,

23 The Bridge of Adam Rush. Fj4m, 47 minutes.ITime-Iiife Films,
1975. Intermediate. V

After viewing this film, w readily understand why it has won
numerous awards. The ction develops slowly as Adam, the
twelve year -old hero, hi es his fine home in Philadelphia, and
moves to a farm in u Lifiate New York. His father has died, ije
his mother has rem r: zed. Adam's stepfather at first seems sPri
and sullep, but Ad m eventually comes to love and respect this
quiet man. The acting is excellent, the characters re entirely
believable, and the rural setting is. authentic and vides a good
introduction ty life in America in the early 1800s. The combina- ,
Pop of a well written script and splendid direction separates this
Christopher, Award winner from other films for children. Its
themes ofithe importance of family security apd the difficulty of
adjusting' to a new environment have a lasting appeal for young
people. .

24 The Bronze Zoo. Film; 16 minutes. Textafe'Films, 1974. Inter-
me/late.
This film, based on Shay Rieger's book by the same title, is an
excellent introduction to metal sculpting. In the live-action pre-,/ sentation, Rieger creates a bronze yak, explaining each step of

/ the process as she works. From wire and brass pipes she builds
an armature on which she applies wet plaster. She takes the
completed cast to a foundry, where we see the "lost wax" method
employed as the molten bronze is poured. Finally, we see the
finished yak set in place outside a' public-library.

25 The Bunyip of Berkeley's Creek. Filmstrip", cassette. Weston
Woods Studios, 1977. Primary/Intermediate.

Based on the award-winning picture book written by Jenny
Wagner and illustrated by Ron Brooks, this filmstrip is an effec-
tive retelling of the story of the Bunyip, an Australian folk
monster. The audio is a bit noisy and distorted at times, but

,overall this is a worthwhile filmstrip that most children enjpy.

15
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26 Car 91e, I Love You. Film, 17 minutes. Phoepix Films, 1974.
Intermediate.

. ..This is a lighthearted, contemporary tale of a boy's firse'crush
on a girl. Theanain characters, about ten years oldare self-
assured middle-class Oungsteis in a small French village. To
win, Carole's love; the hero carries her books, fights a bully,
climbs a tower to brighten the sky with balloons, and finally

, gives her his puppy. Good acting, the 'scenes of the French
.cOuntryside, and the careful dubbing of speech combine to make
the film visually enchanting and effective. .

. .27 The Case of the Elevator Duck. Film, 17 minjtes. Learning
Corporation of Americ , 1974. Intermediate.
Winner of several a rds, this film is the warmhearted story of
an eleven-year-old ark "detective" who lives in an' inner-city
housing development..1.inda Gottlieb's production, based on the'
book of the -same name by Polly Berrien Berends, is carefully
paced to create a realistic, easygoing film about one boy's adven-
tures with an illegally hOted duck. Both the'boy and the duck
are fine performers and steal the .hearts and imaginations of
youthful audiences: Although harsh aspects of life in a hoiising
development are presented, the resourceful young hero manages
successfully in that environment, and the basic thrust of the

4\ ',story is-positive. .
28 Cast s Made of Sand. Vihn, 8 minute's: Filnis,11971.:Casts

ry/Intermediate;
This film begiis and ends with an evocative song that carries the
production's m : castles made of sinOare lovely but fragile.
The opening s e of a deserted beach' but with the end of
the song the fi 'od changes and the beach begins to bustle
with people. Carefully edited scenes shgv people building castles
in the sand. Soon the beach is again deserted, and the castles are
destroyed by the ocean. This nonnarlated production provides
an excellent introductions to Jan Adkins's book, the Art and
Industry of Sandcastles. Both encourage creativity and carry a
message that runs deeper than the surface story.. tif

29 The Cat and the Collector. Film, 6 minutes. "Weston Woods
Studios, 1973. Primary/Intermediate.

Iconographic filM techniques recapture the picture book of the
same title by Linda Glovach. The collector is a dear old man

16
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-wimp accumulates discarded treasures. One day he acquiret a
skinny:friendless cat. The collector, however, has another peta
trustin bird, When the cat kills the bird, the collector ihrows
him out but later realizes that the cat was only responcheg to
instinct. The story concludes on a note, of forgiveness and under--
standing. The sound and the calm pace 'are appropriate to the
them'', and the film can be used in a unit on pets or when
discussing the spbject of death.

30 Cat Tale. Film, 15 minutes. Aims InstrUctional Media Services,
I1974. Primary/Intermediate. ,

6

.J
Designed to emphasize the importance of good pet care, this film

cs shows what happens to a cat when its owner goes away gni
leaves' it atone and improvided for. Chaffed .by dogs, hungry,
nearly struck by a air, the confused creature is befriended by a
little boy. Then its own'r claims the cit Two qualities separate
the film from the ordinary how-to-do-it: the interesting plot and
the acting of the ts4o young boys. Since boys are less, tradition?lly
regarded as owners of cats, this film may help to change a \exist

,
stereotype. s

I
31 hanges, Changes., Filth, 6 minutes. Weston Woods Studios,

1 72. Primary.

Di .ected by Gene Deitch, ,this is one production by Weston
W ods in which the Original story line of a picture book* was
e ended. Nevertheless, this animated short conveys the idea. of,

e qriginal book of the same title by Pat Hutchins. Children
will be delighted, by the animation technique, which uses wood-.:
en blocks , and two wooden -dolls to illuitrate adaptations to
change. Only wooden instrumentp, some constructed, solely for
this production, are used to create the background music.

32 Charlie Needs a Cloak. Film, 8 minutes. Weston Woods Studios,
, 1977. Primary.

This Ithmorous, well-produced animated version of Tomie de
Paola's book is a worthwhile addition to any children's film
collection. Charlie, a shepherd, needs to replace his well-worn
cloak. He decides to make One, and the film shows us how the
wool gets from the fleecy back of his sheep to Charlie's back.
The bright colors and cartoonlike illustrations found in the book
are reproduced in a film that delights young children. The musi-
cal score is first-rate.

7
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33 Cheechako's First Day. FON 8 minutes. Encyilb.Paedia Britan-
nica Educational Corporation, 1978: Prihiary/Intermediate.
This is the visual record of a bear cub `s expeliences_during its
first day outside the den at Oregon's Washington' Park Zoo. Chil- -
dren are fascinted with the cub's anti asas it 'scrambles after its
mother,'imitates her actions, and,learns to swim. The narration
is clear but only modestly informative. Generally, the produc-
tibn is a good introduction to zoo habitat and to the behavior of
polar bears in captivity. Since the cub learns to take care of itself,
the film can be related to discussions of independence and safety.

1

34 Chick, Chick, Chick. Film, 11 minutes. Churchill Films, 1975.
Primary/Intermediate.

A creative combination of rousing country music, natural
sounds, and live-action photography makes this a lively inter-
pretation of animal life on a farm. The camera focuses on two
chicks, one busily breaking out of the shell and the other wander-
ing over the farm. We see chicks waking, eating, drinking,
exploring, meeting other farm anifnals and even, a predator.
From time to time we return to A setting hen to observe the,
progress of a hatching chick. This nonnarrated production
entertaining, but it is also informative on thesubjects of birth,
farm life, and animal behavior.

.

35 A Chocolate Sandwich? Film, 17 minutes. Filmfair Communica-
tions, 1976. Intermediate..

Films West has produced an easily understood film to introduce
young viewers to different customs within different cultures. The
main emphasis is on France 'and its People:. Good live-action
footage shows a typical French family. Because bread is an
impcirtant ingredient in their diet, a portion of the film shows
French bread being made, delivered, and eaten. American chil-
dren may find it difficult to believe that French youngsters really
do eat chocolate between slices of bread, but they will enjoy dis-
covering the marry similarities among the 'families depicted in
this award-winning film.

36 Christmas in the Village:. 1840s. Film, 15 minutes. Coronet
Films, 1973. Primary/Intermediate.

An authentic portrayal of'American Christmas customs in the
1840s, this live-action film was shot in Black Creek Pioneer Vil-
lage riltar Toronto. The narrative centers' oh three families-

3 t
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Methodist, Catholic, and a recently emigrated German 4fAmily.
Cotorful scenes of taffy pulls, the cutting and trimming of
Christmas trees, religious activities, and family gatherings are
accompanied by quiet narration. Youngsters will recognize that
many holiday traditions that began as simple family customs
have been drastically altered in today's materialistic society:

37 Christmas Lace. Film, 27 minutes. Encyclopaedia' Britannia
Educational Corporation, 1978. Primary/Intermediate.

Produced by George Mendeluk, this live-action Christ "Inas drama
tells the story of a thief who steals a young girl's gift for the baby'
Jesus only to return a year later and give the girl a large sum of
money. Set in rural French Canada_in the 1880s, this firm com-
bines fine acting, effective narrator, vivid scenic shots, and
delightful French-Canadian music to treate an enchanting ad-
venture. Although !the young girl is riot an accomplished actress,
her interactions with the other characters are appealing; the best
acting is dqne by the thief; the trapper who takes him' in, and
the grandmother.

38 The. Christmas Messenger. Film, 25 minutes. Pyramid Films,
1974. Primary/Intermediate.

Richard Chamberlain, cast as an angel o returns to earth each
istmas to listen to the carolers, mo ates our visit to these

Dic sian scenes. Eleven carols are ented through anima-
tion, a nterest-sparking Jechnique in this longer film. ,

39 The Christmas Tree. Film, 16 minutes, teacher's guide. Walt
Disney Educational Media, 1976. Intermediate.

This adaptation of a Ukranian folktale accurately reflects the
setting, costumes, and traditions of peasant life in the ate 1800s.
The story centers around a peasant family and their preparations
for the Christmas Eve feast. Young Petro is anxiously awaiting
the time when the family will decorate their special fir tree. But
his father sells the tree to a rich landowner, cuts it down, and
sends Petro off to deliver it. The boy los8 his way arid has
visions of an encounter with an old man, jolly and kind. When
he later tells his adventure to his lathily, no one -believes him
until their. tree is miraculously returned. The acting good and
the setting evocativethe entire-production hai a magical qual- .
ity. The teacher's guide includes baCkground information, vocab-
ulary, and follow-up activities.

9
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40 Circus! Set of four filmstrips, disc or cassette. Coronet Films:
1975. Primary.

Information about the circusthe animals, children, behind:the-
stale activity, and finally the performanceis narrated by the
circus people themselves. The strip on circus children is espe-
cially valuable because the children realistically describe in their
own words what it's like to live in a circus community..

41 The Clay Circus, Film, 12 minutes, teacher's guide. Texture
Films, 1973. Primary/Intermediate. 4.4

This nonnarrated film presents an unusual approach to two
topics not usually associatedthe circusand the sculptor. The
visuals alternate between clips of a circus performance and of
sculptor Shay Rieger's interpretation of the acts. At the begin-
ning, Rieger is shown' sketching at the circus so that youngsters
will understand that she has been inspired by an actual event. As
the film progresses, the performers and the artist continue their
activities While the mood is conveyed through circus music.,

42 elever Bill. Filmstrip, cassette, teacher's.guide. Weston Woods
Studios, 1979. Primary;

Clever. Bill is a classic..chil
catch up with ':Itiov:tn.
whimsical storyt
choice of a BritiS
tion, which car

Lit a toy that irMst
it behind, and the'

young children. The
st right thistilmstrip produc- .

illianiNicholsbn's picture book.

43' Clever H oichi: A
Films, 197 Primary.

ese Tale. Filth, 2 minutes. Coronet

This retelling of the japanese folktale of a lad who used logic to
outwit the chieftain; ..neighboring village uses wooden figures
in lovely scalgs-cre*ted through careful piippet animation and
accompanied by anthentioqapanese music. The young hero,
helps the official wise men solve three problems:, how to weigh a.--:---giant with only a tiny scale: how to triumph over a giant in
battle, and hOw to Put a'stone too heavy to lift on the back of a
giant. Since concepts. of measurement and gravity are involved,
the-film is useful in math and language arts classei.

44 ClOckTalk. Filkn;11 Minutes. Barr Films, 1975. Primary.. 1 .

Excellent.tb use with primary grades when discussing time, this
4 animated production explains why we have clocks, what they do,

20
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and what they look like. This clever film that pi res clocks of
All sizes and shapes is especially valuable' because it eads eas y
to classroom discussion concerning the concept of time.

5 Color It Living: Portrait of an Artist. Film, 30 minutes. 'Mar/
Chuck Film Industries, 1970. Intermediate.

Excellent footage has been successfully, edited to con ey an
understanding of the work of Canadian artist Martin Glen_
Loates, one of the worlces leading pature artists. Loates basfs his
work on careful study-of American wildlife, sketching first -from
lifulin thevilderness and then refining his,work through hours
spent in museums and zoos, where he can observeanimals at

. length and in detail. Loates ,left school ai seventeen and has
relied on his natural talents rather than on formal instruction,
but his continued growth is evident in his technique and its
results. This excellent film biography is a valuable introduction
to drawing from life and can be used to acquaint youngsters
with the idea of aesthetic appreciation.

46 Colores en Cuentos/Siories about Colors. Set of six filmstrips,
cassette. Coronet Films, 1976. Primary. . " .

Bright, stylized illustrations and distinct narration make this a"
bilingual set that will be appreciated and easily understood by
children as they begin to identify the primary and secondary .
colois. Since the 'set does little more than identify the colors
through simple storiesthc green ch_terpillar, the blue balloon,
the orange flower, and so on-be teacher using it must be pre-
pared to discuss the color wheel. The storkes are also suitable as
introductory listening experiences for.very young children.

(.i
47 Come into My/Parlor, Said the Spider. Film, 20 minutes. Arthur

Mokin Productiii0fris,77. Intermediate.
Excellent close-up photography has been combined with an
igprmative narrative in this film that examines the skills of
IINders iiid their contribution to the ecological: balance. The
entire paiduction is captivating; several species are introduced,

----and their hunting and web-weaying methods are discussed while
the ,spider performs on the screen. This commendable film ap-
peals to children because of its rarely shared details concerning
spider behavior. \.

48 Come See the Dolphins. Film, 13 minutes. Coronet Films, 1975.
Primary/Intermediate,

21
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In this well-edited, live-action short a young boy and his father,
a dolphin trainer at Chicago's Brookfield Zoo, participate in the
Zoo's dolphin show. The announcer and the excited audience
are heard in the background, but the discussion between father
and son as they work together is distinct and lively. Some scien-

6 tific data is introduced how dolphins hear, communicate, and

dolphins, who understand orders and k. with humans so
effortlessly.

navigatebut the film's .greatest is'its realistic introduc-
tion to the training of zonimals, aptly demonstrated by the

wor

49 A Cosmic qhrkistmas. Film, 26 minutes. Learning Corporation
of America, ib77. Primary/Intermediate.

This Christmas far4asy based on Ken Sobol's book of the same
title appeals to a variety of audiences. The carefully animated
story cehters upon the visit of three cosmic strangers from outer
spacea modern yiSsion of the Three Wise Menand their
search for the Christrilas spirit. The musical background is
excellent. Its theme, the need to care about others, makes this a
worthwhile contemporary holiday tale to share with youngsters.

50 Courtesy Counts a Lot. Film, 11 minutes. Alfred Higgins Pro-
-ductions, 1976. Primary.

This upbeat animated film emphasizes the importance of good
manners and'respect for others. Quick changes of scene com-
bined with lively music. hold even the five-year-old's attention.
Because the approach islnot didactic and the incidents are easily
understood, this is an effective presentation on social behavior to
use with youngsters.

A Cowboy's Work Is Never Done. Film, 4 minutes. Aims Instruc-
tional Media Services,,1976, Intermediate.

This production offers a verse-by-verse animation.of the Sonny
and Cher hit, "A Cowboy's Work Is Never Done:" Although
most youngsters are not familiar with the song, they do relate to
the scenes orchildren playing cowboy. Older viewers understarid
the irony of Sonny's inability to liye up to-childhood dreams of.;
heroism. This light musical production provides ,a humorous
introduction to the popular myth of the cowboy in society.

J

51

52 The Creation of Birds. Film, 10 minutes. Paramount Communi-
cations, 1978. Primary.
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Produced 13,z Societe Radio-Canada, this film is a short, simply
animated, ndtinarrated story of the seasons and of the Sky God's
creation of birds. Blown from th ees by the wind, the leaves
are transformed into birds. Based o a legend of the Micmac
Indians of Canada, the film features a excellent sound track
that accurately evokes the mood. The ightly colored visuals
capture tip attention of younger. children

53 The Creative Eye. Set of three filmstrips, cassette, teacher's guide.
Clearvue Incorporated, 1979. Primary/Intermediate.

Using catchy music, a number of narrators, and excellent close-
up photography, this set explores tile routine visual experiences
of the daily world. Preschool-primary educators will find that
these unusual photographs of familiar objects can be used in
several ways to foster perceptual skills and4to encourage imagina-
tive responses. This low-keyed presentation also works nicely in
combination with Tana Hoban's books of photographs.

54 The Dancing Lion: An African Folktale. Film, 11 minutes. Film-
fair Communications, 1978. PItTary/Intermediate.

This excellent film presents the rhythms of African music and
brings the storytelling experience alive. Although the narrator,
musicologist Andrew Tracy, is white, the overall presentation
is authentic. A group of African musicians introduces several
rhythms and their-combinations, including "crossed" rhythms.
Mr. Tracy then tells a group of children the folktaie of how a
man and a rabbit charmed a lion with music, chgnging the
ferocioUs. beast to a dancing lion. Both music and story are
entrancing to young audiences, who are encouraged to join in
by clapping in rhythm. ,

55 David and Dog. Filmstrip, cassette, teachers guide. Weston
Woods. Studios, 1979. Primary. ,

- A British narrator, quiet music, an the award-winning illustra-
tions of the picture book work t ether to create a delightful
experience for preschool and primary children. True to Shirley
Hughes's book by the same title, this filmstrip can be used when
discussing stories and illustrators from other countriesin this
case Great Britainand their contrasts and similarities to chil-,./1
dren's authors and artists in the United States. David and Dog is/
the story of a lost toy and its return to its owner.

Y.

.6.___../

I
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56 The Dawnriders: Native American Anise Film, 27 minutes.
todestar Filnis, 1976. Intermediate. .
Vivid live-action footage is combined with a well-written script
in this piovocative introduction to_ twentieth-century 'Indi
artists. The tone is personal and direct because t he artists sp k
for themselves. The ;setting and the straightforw rd information
presented make. this a worthwhile film der elementary
children.

57 The Day the Colors Went Away. Film, 10 minutes. Encyclopae-
dia BEitannica Educational Corporation, 1974. Primary.

i.,Animated puppetry in this nonnarrated film shows how'art p-
plies should be used and cared for the plot concern's a littl girl
who is careless with her colors chile painting. The colors are so
indignant that they run away and take 411 the other colors in the
world along with them. When the child realizes her mistake,
she goes in search of the colors, finds them, and learns to use
them carefullythereby restoring color to the world. The plot is
slight, but young ' children are charmed by the puppetry and
touched by the contrast between the colorful scenes and the bleak
monotony of a world without color.

58 De F 0. Film, 8 minutes. Encyclopaedia Britannica Education-.
at C rporation, 1974. Intermediate.

\-
1

Produ ditby Filmbulgaria, this nonnarrated film concerns the
dedication of a new building and its almost immediate collapse.
Simple animation creates a cartoonlike atmosphere, and the plot
centers on who is tes risible for the building's collapse: Each of
the accused claims tube innocent. When someone suggests that
the musicians at the edication ceremony are to blame, the angry
crowd turns on th band and ruins t eir instruments. In the
final scene, the cro d's noisy cheers brig down the remaining
portion of the building. The satiric hu or leaves us with .a
thought-provoking image of crowd reactio and how they lead
to uothinking actions.

59 Discovering American Indian Music. Film, 24 minutes. BFA
Educational Media, 1971. Intermediate.

This excellent live-action film offers extensive information about
Native American music through interviews with musicians and
dancers. Dressed in full costume, members of leven North Amer-
ican Indian tribes perform the dances and so s of their respec-
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Live tribes and discuss the importance of music in tribal life. A
percussion piece by the contemporary Cherokee composer Louis
Ballard concludes the film.

60 Discovering Ruslian Folk Music. Film, 23 minutes. BFA Edurn.
tional Media, 1975. Intermediate.

Produced0 Bernard Wilets and filmed in Russia, this introduc-
tion to Missian folk musig,illustrates some of the distinctive
characteristics of that music: resounding choruses, melancholy
songs, lively dancing. The engaging and beautifully costumed
singers and dancers appear to be ordinary people, not celebrities,
and are romantica ly photographed in 'flowering gardens and a
cabaret.

61 Dolphins in the Zoo. Film; 12 minutes. encyclopaedia Britan-
nica Educational CorpOration, 1979. Primary/Intermediate.

Narrated by dolphin trainer Randy Brill, this film is based onr
information about dolphins that)as been gathered pt, Chicago's
Brookfield Zoo. The dolphins alp shown being trained and in
performance. The film is easy to understand, well paced, and
entertaining as well as educationalworth sharing with anyone
-ages seven through adult. '

.40
62 Don't. Film, 19 minutes. Phoenix Films, 19/4. Intermediate.

In this excellent nonnarrated film, beautiful close-up photog-
raphy captures the rugged yet fragile existence of a monarch
butterfly, from caterpillar to resplendent adult. The film shows
the brutality of nature as a praying mantis searches for food and
eventually consumes a grasshoppera scene that may frighten
some children because of the vivid photography and highly
evocative music. Other threats to the butterfly are also shown: a
spider's web, a man with a net, a raccoon. Music by Chopin
comprises the sound track of this film that has 'won many
awards, among them an Academy Award, a CINE Golden Eagle,
and a Grand Prix at the Cannes International Film Festival.

63 Dorothy and the Ostrich. Film, 8 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1973.
Primary.

Dorothy, a cartoon character, and Coco, her parrot and constant
cor1panion, are the main characters of this film, one of a series
of animations produced by Short Film Studio, Prague, that N,
includes Dorothy and the Necklace, Dorothy and the Witch, and

4
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Dorothy and the Pop Singer. In this -adventure-, Dorothy super-
vises the hatching of an ostrich egg from the zoo. The bird, it
turns--out, has an incredible appetite and even Dorothy seems
about to become a dainty morsel. As usual, howeverrCoco inter-
venes and all ends well and wildly. It imavorth noting that the
problems this modern Czech girl faces are common to American
children. Youngsters react favorably to the ,personable young
heroine and her entertaining. pet, and the films are, effective
openers for discussing health, safety, and friendship.

64 Draggerman's .Haul. Filmfair Communica-
t ons,\1975. I ritermediate.

A folk song with a conservati9n theme provides the background,
for this film concernipg tilt fishing problems off the New
England coast. The candid comments of a group of men, work-
ing on a small fishing fleet in Mystic, Connecticut, ekpress their
concern over the ecological and technological problems that
threaten their livelihood. Once "little boats were sailed by little
people," but now 300-haot fish factories compete for the haul.
The problems of Russin fleets fishing near the United States are
discussed, along with the fact that Americans also overfish the
waterways, Good photography`of fishermen at work, a strong
script, and careful editing are positive features of this film with
an ecological message.

65 The EV-ly American Experience. Set of seven filmstrips, cassette.,
Troll iissociates, 1974. Intermediate.

Visuals for these filmstrips were photographed at various histor-
ical restoration sites, including the early Connecticut seaport at
Mystic, the colonial Fort Ticonderoga, Gettysburg, the silver-
rush town of Virginia City, Ellis Island, and Washington, D.C.
Each of the seven episodes contributes to the story of life in
'America from the 1700s through the early, 1900s. Much of the
discussion focuses on the feelings and accomplishments of ordi-
nary citizens, and the script has been carefully written to com-
plement the visuals.

66 The 1890 Music Hall Revue. Set of two filmstrips, disc, music
book, program note, musical history workbook, script. Michael
Brent Publications, 1979. Intermediate.

American social and economic history is successfully combined
with the popular music of the 1890s in this filmstrip set. The
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r ording introduces children to the script, and they are then
en uraged to perform the drama themselves. As a simple outline
for a musical, this filmstrip kit can kelp teachers stage a produc-
tion that is worthwhile enough to present to parents.

67 Eneiny Alien. Film, 27 minutes. National Film Board of Canada,
1978. Intermediate.

Photographs taken during World War.11 and live-action footage
of the scene characterize thig thought-provoking film about
Canadian detention camps. Although the experiences are those
of Japanese Canadians, their story resembles that of theJapanese
in America during the same period. Youngsters unaware of this
sad episode in United States history are spellbound. The Diary
of Anpe Frank and The Summr of My German Soldier by Bette
Grene correlate nicely.

68 Evan's_Corner. Film, 23 minutes. BFA Educationigedia,1969.
Primary/Intermediate.

Narrated by Brock Peters, this is an effective live-action adapta,-;
tion tif the book of the same title by Elizabeth Starr Hill. Evan
livei in a crowded ghetto home and determines to stake DLit a
claim in a corner of his family's two-room flat. He adds a pic-
ture, a flower, and a pet to his personal corner, out his mother
helps him to understand that life cannot be lived alone; some-
times we must reach out and help others. Although this film has
special appeal for black youngsters, Stephen Bosustow's use of
stills in combination with live-action clips creates a special mood
that appeals to all youngsters when discussing families, siblings,
and helping.

69 Exploring Wilderness Trails. Set of six filmstrips, disc or cas-
sette. Coronet Films, 1976. Intermediate.

The scripts and photographs for this nature series were produced
by Ron and Linda Cohen, a young couple whose presentations
are packed with animal and botanical information. Here they
act as guides on trips to Yellowstone National Park, the Arizona
desert, the Grand Canyon, the Tetons, and the Snake River area..
Altogether, the series is a lively introduction to the West and
will evoke discussion of ecosystems and the human urge to
explore the wilderness. Because of the amount of factual infor-
mation presented, these filmstrips bear watching more than
once.

27
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70 The Fable of He and She. Film, 11 minutes. Learning Corpora-
tion of America, 1974. Intermediate.

Clay animation is cleverly used in this modern fable about every-
one's obligation to respect the abilities of others, regardless of
whether those abilitiVs conform to preconceived ideas about what
is suitable. The folly of sex stereotyping is the theme, and the
point is made through comedy. Two clay "pers nss' who want to
be skilled in areas normally deemed acceptable nly for the oppo-
site sex set the plot in motion. After disast strikes and both
sexes are able to survive only because of these unconventional
personalities, air entire population recognizes that traditional
sex roles can indeed be discarded and grants the wisdom of sexual
equality and personal freedom. This lively presentation with a
well-written script delights while developing greater understand-
ing of a Contemporary topic.

71 Famous Author/Illustrator Filmstrips. Set of five filmstrips, disc,
or cassette, teacher's guide. Miller-Mbdy Productions, 1977. Pri-
mary/Intermediate.

This set features picture books by three Caldecott winners,
Evaline Ness, Margot Zemach, and William Steig, although the
series itself includes only one Caldecott bookvaline Ness's
Sam, Bangs and ModnsIzine. Other titles are Isaac B. Singer's
Maiel and Shlimazel, Williim Steig's Farmer Palmer's Wagon
Ride, Harve Zemach's A Penny a Look, Rebecca Caudill's A
Pocketful of Cricket, and Marcia Brown's Once a Mouse. The
teacher's guide offers follow-up suggestions and information
about the author and artist responsible for each tale. Overall,
the set is a valuable addition to any collection of children's
literature.

72 Famous Author/Illustrator Filmstrips. Set of seven filmstrips,
disc or cassette. Miller-Brody Productions, 1975. Primary/Inter-
mediate.

Faithful reproductions of the original picturebook illustrations
and lively readings with good background music make this film-
strip series an excellent addition to any collection of children's
literature. Five well-known stories for children ,are included:
Harve Zemach's The Judge and his Duffy and the De4l, William

;tp's Amos and Boris, Diane Wolkstein's The Cool Ride in the
and Isaac B. Singer's Why Noah those the Dove. These

stories generally are useful in disriVIng folklore and fantasy
with older elementary youngsters.

;;c13
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73 The Farm. Film, 24 minutes. Films Incor rated, 1976. Primary/
Intermediate.

Originally produced for NBC this liv -action, fast-paced film
traces the history of farming in meri rom the Revolutionary.
period to the present. The n ration c centrates on how the
early settlers ,established homesteads, cl red the land, and grew

4 crop's, using primitive tools and 'equi6meqt. A young family
is pictured at a modein ,restorati of an early farm doing
chores, eating meals, and playing, aft4 the fashion of the time.
Although the program has been carefully, edited, the original
commercial breaks can still be discerned; nevertheless, this is an
enlightening film on an important facet of Americfn social'
history.

74 Farms. Se of wo filmstrips, cassette. Educational Dimensions
Group, 1974. P ary.

This set is appropriate only as an introduction to farms and
lathing. Although it is accurate, the simple narration and folksy
style of the script tend not to appeal to older or urban children.
The first filmstrip deals with farming in the past the second
uses a small dairy" farm as an example of present-day methods
and conditions.

75 The Fir Tree. Filmstrip, cassette. Live Oak Media, 1979. Primary/
Intermediate.

This adaptation of the delightful Danish picture book by Svend
Otto S. is based on 1-lans Christian Andersen's literary fairy
tale of the same name. The watercolor illustrations of this well-
known Danish artipt are translucent and delicate, perfectly con-
veying the mood of the story. The eight-year-olds who viewed
this presentation readily understood both story and theme. This
Christmas tale of a fir tree's domestic adventure and ultimate
destruction is an- excellent way of introdbcing audiences of all
ages to foreign picture books and to the international quality of
children's literature. The audio is a straightforward rereading of
the story.

76 Fire! Film, 9. mirtutes. Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational
Corporation, 1975. Primary/Intermediate.

An unusual animation technique by Film Polskipaint on
glassachieves a powerful impact in this film that shows the
result of fire on a forest community. Paintings are photographed
as each new stroke is added, and the fire spreads swiftly. Destruc-

t/
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non seems total before rain falls and a lone plant pokes out from
the ashes. The rebirth of the forest and the reestablishment of

iecologikal balance slowly begin. Even the youngest child under-
) stands the anguish and the cost. The somber message, however,

is made more bearable by the final footage.

77 The Fire and the Witch. Film, 11 minutes. Film Communica-
tors, 1976. Primary/Intermediate.

This informative fairy-tale presentation on fire safety uses an
updated version of "Hansel and Gretel" to amuse and instruct.
The script is lively and even very young children whO are famil-
iar with the original Grimm tale respond well. Valuable safety
information is provided, including the life-saving technique of
stop-drop-roll, tips on, how to deal with grease fires, and instruc-
tions for reporting fires.

78 First Choice: Authors and Books. Set of eight filmstrips, disc or
cassette. Pied Piper Production, 1978. Intermediate.

Each filmstrip contains an interview with a.contemporary chil-
dren's author and a brief scene from one of that writer's books.
The eight authors and books are Beverly Cleary, The Mouse and
the Motorcycle; Sid Fleischman, By the Great Horn Spoon; Clyde
R. Bulla, White Bird; Doris Gates, The Cat and Mrs. Cary;
Marguerite Henry, Brighty of the Grand Canyon; Theodore
Taylor, The Coy; Zilpha K. Snyder, Black and Blue Magic; and
Richard Chase, "Jack and the Robbers" from his Jack Tales.
Each adaptation is entertaining and the visuals reflect the illus-
trations of the books. At times the adaptations concentrate rather
heavily on plot, giving little attention to theme; however, the set
is designed to encourage reading and not to re uce the books
and it is invalua.ble as an introdtiction to ntemparary chil-
dren's authors and their fiction.

79 First Ideas about Animals. Set of four filmstrips, disc or cassette,
teacher's guide, forty activity cards, reproduction masters. BFA
Educational Media, 1974, Intermediate.

This well-produced filmstrip kit offers excellent color photo-
graphs, good audio, and valid test questions to teach the variety
among animal groupstheir adaptations, interactions, and evo-
lution. Activity cards contain further ideas for developing these
concepts, and children can use some of these cards indepen-
dently. Special vocabulary relative to the animal, kingdom is
handled nicely.
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80 The Flashettes. Film, 20 minutes. New Day Films, 1977. Primary/
Int&mediate.

Thislive- action documentary is a strong testimonial for the;rad,

programs being developed (or inner-city youth and shos the
effect of one such program 1.4)on a group of New York Citj, black
girls who belong to a tra0c. team called the Flashettes. Their
young coach explains his interest in their progress, and several

t). 'of the girls discuss their reasons for participating. This honest
account of devotion to sport aptly demonstrates the training
and perseverance needed t10 win.

81 The Flight of the Gossiper Condor. Film, 27 minutes, teacher's
guide. Churchill FilmsQ1978. Intermediate.

',"this nonfiction film tells the story of Dr. Paul MacCready and
man-powered aircraft. It emphasizes the dedication and the

°T
ventiveness of a gfoup of Americans determined to fly that

ei 4 ane on a crisscross path in order to win world-wide recogni-
iiion. The audio is clear and informative, and the ,visuats_oLthis
unique aviatiorf2saga are excellent. The film can be used 40
spark interest in aviation reading from the Wright brothers to
the astronauts.

82 The Flower Storm. Film, 9 minutes. ACI MediaN974. Inter:
mediate.

Music, visuals, and theme successfully combine in this nonnar-
rated, brightly colored, animated film that underscores the futil-
ity of war. Made in Iran, the film employs a style reminiscent of
that of Persian miniatures. Two neighboring emirs bicker over
who shot a bird during a hunt, and their foolish quarrel leads to
war. At sunrise. on, the first day of battle, the cannons fire. From
one issues flowers, from the otherbirds. And the false pride
and trivial jealousy that generated the war are lost in laughter.
Youngsters especially are captivated by this turn of events be-
cause it is the children who have ended the war by replacing the
ammunition with birds and flowers. The film can be used in a
discussion of animation techniques, but its most valid use is to
initiate discussion of modern wars and the issues countries fight
over.

83 Follow the North Star. Film, 47 minutes. Time-Life Films, 1975.
Intermediate.

This live-action Christopher Award film based on actualsvents
is an excellent introduction to the Underground Railroacrwhite
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Southern attitudes, and the slave bounty hunters of the pre-Civil
War era. A white Northern teenager helps a young black slave
escape from the South to freedom. Watching the two boys carry
out their plan reveals the agonizing doubts that slavery often
precipitated. Because Harriet Tubman is represented in .a
scene and because the white boy's Pennsylvania home is u
a station on the Underground Railroad, the film can be uslgd to
introduce a discussion of the abolitionist movement.

1:161,

84 The Fool of the World and the Flying Ship. Filmstrip, cassette.
Weston Woods Studios, 1979. Intermediate.

Excellent music, a strong narrator, and good pacing combine to
bring alive Arthur Ransome's Caldecott Award-winning story
with its clever illustrations by Uri Shulevitz. This numbskull
story based on a Russian tale contains many of the traditional
devices of ,folklore, including magic, pranks, and eventually
good sportsmanship.

85 The Foolish Frog. Film, 8 minutes. Weston Woods Studios, 1971.
Primary/Intermediate.

Animated by Gene Deitch, this is a delightful piece of Ameri-
cana brought to life through folk music. Pete Seeger does the
singing and plucking, and the book of the same title is by Pete
and Charles Seeger. The orous visuals aptly depict the
raucous mood of this fateifetch tale about a foolish frog, a
farmer, and a lively _party. 'at t e corner store. Deitch has the
ability to convey completely a dramatic idea in animation, and
this time he uses jerky scenes to capture the song's humor and
the frog's movement. Children enjoy seeing this film again and
again.

86 Forces Make Forms. Film, 13 minutes. Filmfair Communica-
tions, 1974. Primary/Intermediate.

Winner of the gold medal for Documentary Education for Chil-
dren, this nonnarrated film uses excellent photography lib intro-
duce the often invisible forces that mold the world around us
air rushes from a balloon, a toy sailboat is pushed by the wind,
the wind arranges a bank of snow, a frog leaps from danger.
Used as a catalyst to discussion, this film-encourages children to
think more creatively about the outcomes,of interactions between
natural forces.

32
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87 The Four Seasons. Set of four filmstrips, cassette. Troll Associ-
ates, 1974. Primary.

This presentation is not a scientific explanation of seasonal
change; rather, it is an introduction to seasonal traditions for a
very young audiencethe animals, plants, holidays, and sports
that are a part of .each season. The photographs are clear and
colorful and the audio, is distinct and pleasant. The set develops
an awareness of seasonal time sequences and the traditional
middle-class customs associated with each season.

88 Francesca, Baby. Film, 46i minutes. Walt Disney Educational
Media, 1976. Intermediate.

Produced by Martin Tahse Productions and adapted from the
book, by Joan Oppenheimer, this live-action drama realistically
depicts the problems adolescents face when a parent (in this case
the mother) is an alcoholic. Francesca is an attractive seventeen-
year-old who covers up for her mother when she drinks too
much. She recognizes that her father no longer tries to help with
the situation, and she is acutely embarrassed when her mother is
unable to cope. She finally meets another youngster who has an.
alcoholic parent, joins Alateens, and begins to deal with the
situation. The realistic script and fine acting of this mature film
should help young people deal with the problem of alcoholism
in their own families. The film also works nicely with books for
young people that explore parent-child relationships, among
them Paula Fox's Blowfish Live in the Sea, which deals with a
teenage boy's attempt to help his alcoholic father.

89 Frederick. Film, 6 minutes. Distribution Sixteen, 1971. Primary.
Produced by Leo Lionni and Guilio Gianini, this award-
winning, animated film tells the story of a poet-mouse who lives
on dieams. All the field mice have gathered food for winter
except Frederickhe has gathered the beauty of the sun's rays.
When bitter weather comes, Frederick shares what he has gar-
nered. The production is a simple retelling of Lionni's picture,
book and depends solely upon the original illustrations for its
visual content. As a carefully paced tale with unpretentious
action, this film lends itself to a story-hoar presentation.

90 The Frontier Experience. Film, 25 minutes. Learning Corpora-
tion of America, 1975. Intermediate.
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This live-action d ma portrays the day-to-day struggle associ-
ated with home ading. The action takes place in Kansas in
1869,'where a fa ily is trying to manage after the young father
has been killed by c im-jumpers. The wife and children are left
to work against crippling odds. Faced with hard weather, meager
rations, and lack of fuel, the family survives. At the film's end
they resolutely decide to stay, on. The dialogue is sparse, but
the visuals adequately, communicate the austerity of pioneer life
and the strength of the frontier families who persevered. This
fictionalized account of one4amily's first yair of homesteading is
based on the story of Delilat Fowler and makes use of 'actual
diaries of the period. It is additionally important because it offers
the woman's perspective on the frontier experience.

91 The Fun of Making Friends (second edition). Film, 10 minutes.
Coronet Films, 1975. Primary.

This simple production lends itself to discussions of a pluralistic
society because it features inner-city Chicago children and par-
ents from several ethnic groups. As the film begins, Paul and his
sister Linda reminisce about how they first made friends after
they moved to the city. Paul had helped a neighborhood boy fix
his bike, and the two became friends. Paul's new friend led to
another, and the circle of friendship grew: The film provides a
low-keyed introduction to the.edea that new friends and shared
activities bring joy and pleasure to everyone.

92 The Galaxy. Film, 8 miqutes. Macmillan Films, 1974. Inter-
mediate.

The action of this fascinating film moves quickly from the
planet Earth into infinity, and back again to the spot on Earth
upon which the camera had first focused. The photography is
excellent. Older elementary children especially enjoy this non-
narrated film, which does not hav 11 part of a science unit to
be a II ) dated. This relatively i Iwpensive film will not become
dated d is a valuable addition o any school or public library
film co ction.

93 Geroni Jones. Film, 22 minutes. Learning Corporation of
America, 1970. Intermediate.

In this Bert Salzman production the audience meets a Native
American boy of Apache and Papago descent whose homelife
on an Arizona reservation is economically deprived and .whose
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Indian pride is badly bruised. Young Geronimo wants a tele-
vision and decides to trade a priceless Apache medallion for a
secondhand set. His grandfather is shocked, but he accepts the
boy's decision as inevitable. Geroni,mo is totally disillusioned /
when he sees a cowboy Western featuring Native Americans as
the villains. Older children are deeply touched by this poignant
film.

94 The Gift. Film, 20 minutes. Brigham Young University, 1977.
Primary/Intermediate.

This excellent film produced by Douglas G. Johnson picture's
the hardships of pioneer farming while demonstrating a boy's
love for his father. Fine acting, a good script, and excellent live-
action footage combine to create a realistic drama that culmi-
nates at Christmas when the parents seek to give their children
security, and the oldest son gives his father the gift of love.

95 The Golden Deer: A Tale of India. Film, II minutes. Coronet
Films, 1974.. Primary /Intermediate.

Stylized animation, lavish costumes, and a technically excellent
sound track are effectively combined in this version of an East
Indian folktale. The plot develops from the dream of a princess
about a golden deer that sings a haunting song. The king offers
a reward for the capture of the beautiful creature, and a young
boy sets out on the search. He is successful, but then he must
decide between accepting the reward and sentencing the animal
to captivity or freeing it once again to a life of wild- beauty.
Younger children especially enjoy the story witlfits antihunting
theme, and the film works well in a folklore unit or as a story
hour.

96 The Golden Lizard: A Folktale from Mexico. Film, 19 minutes.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 1976. Inter:
mediate.

Based bn an oral legend, this live-action film fits into the study
of folk literature or social studies dames. Set in Mexico, the story
concerns the changes in a village when an old man gives young
Juan a desert lizard that suddenly turns out to be made of gold
and precious jewels. Juan manages to use the lizard to get the
villagers to work hard and transform their village. Years later he
gives the golden lizard back to the old man who gave it to him.
And once again the creature becomes a common desert lizard.
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The theme emphasizes that believing can make the impossible
come true and that wealth is less important than faith in our-
selves. The camera work reveals the natural beauty of the desert,
against which the meager lives of the poor are played out.

97 The Golden Rule Game. Film, 11 minutes. Alfred Higgins Pro-
ductions, 1979. Primary/Intermediate. \

This upbeat, live-action film is useful when discussing social
behavior with elementary school students. This production asks
children to consider how they feel when ignored, ridiculed, and
isolated. Children who see this film are able t discuss their
reactions In similar situations and what "the gold n rule" means
to them.

9810Erstss on the Roof. Film, 29 minutes. Filmart P oductions, 1980.
Intermediate.

This lighthearted film, sponsored by the U derground Space
Center at the University,-of Minnesota, dis usses what earth-
sheltered hotging is, whit" its strengths are, a why it is environ-
mentally valuable. The acting is very dmat rish, but this does
not detract from the film's general appeal to older elementary
school audiences. Overall, this is an inform tive and entertaining
film that includes a tour of earth-sheltere buildings across the
United States.

99 The Great Bubble Conspiracy. Film, 15 mutes. Pyramid Films,
1973. Intermediate.

Although this charming nonnarrated fi m can be viewed as the
story of one old woman and her undaunted spirit, its real theme
is that no society can constantly suppress the human desire for
beauty and spontaneity as found in the arts and in nature. Pro-
duced by Paul Burnford and Abram Murray, the film is set in a
foreign city and concerns an old woman's determination to blow
soap bubbles even though they have been banned. Her infectious
zeal causes a riot, but it does not end in disaster. This film may
have been intended as a subtle statement against federal drug
regulations, but this implication is not detected by elementary
school audiences.

100 Hailey's Gift. Film, 23 minutes, teacher's guide. Learning Cor-
poration of America, 1978. Primary/Intermediate.

Like almost no other fictional film available to youngsters, this
visual fairy tale makes young audiences ponder. The story con-.
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terns the visit of Hai ley B. Mc Moon to the children of a small
village. Ms. Mc Moon is apparently as familiar with previous
generations as she is with the present one. Excellent acting, an
unusual script, and good editing result in a filnt that says much
about understanding oneself, respecting others, and adjusting to
change. The mood of the production is pensive, and at times the
action seems unduly romanticizedbut in the end, the film
works. Children are enthralled by this unusual film and readily
respond to the questions in the discussion guide.

101 Hansel and Gretel: An Appalachian Version. Film, 16 minutes.
Torn Davenport Films, 1975 rmediate.

Using stark live-action dra to depict the familiar fairy tale,
this Tom Davenport production won a CINEGolden Eagle. The
beautiful photography does justice to the wildness of the Vir-
ginia Blue Ridge Mountains, and thexerie sound effects do their
part to give this presentation all of the frightening elements
found in the Grimm Brothers'original. The children are depicted
as frightened and helpless, the father as ineffectual, and the step-
mother and the witch as greedy. Audiences of any age are relieved
to see Gretel kill the witch. The effect of real -life characters in
combination with a familiar tale is spellbinding.

102 The Happy Prince. Film, 25 minutes. Pyramid Fil , 1973.
Intermediate.

This film with Christopher Plummer and Glynis Johns won the
gold medal at the Atlanta International Film Festival and the
silver plaque at the Chicago International Film Festival. Based
on Oscar Wilde's literary fairy tale of the same name, it tells the
story of a friendship between a statue and a little swallow. A
statue with jeweled eyes is the pride of the town, but one day a
swallow finds it weeping for the poor. The statue convinces the
bird to pluck out its eyes and give them to the needy. The towns-
people now judge the statue of no value and it is hauled away.
Although the words are sometimes difficult to understand, the
sound is enhanced by the haunting music that includes an excel-
lent children's choir. The animation is rich in color tone and in
background, and the production's careful editing brings a fanci-
ful story of another generation to life for, modern youngsters.

103 The Happy Tuesday Recycling Jug Band Truck. Film, 15 min-
utes. Essentia, 1972. Intermediate.

4 ti
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This zany, easygoing film can be used to encourage creative
writing. A group of young people travel on a truck, picking up.
others as they go to help them clean up the roadsides. They form
an unorthodox music ensemble. Unfortunately, the production's
ecological messageconveyed in a song at the film's endis dif-
ficult to follow and few children grasp its meaning. Nevertheless,
the script is unique, the mood is upbeat, and the film lends.itself
to discussion about "reading" a visual plot.

104 History of American Folk Music. Set of five filmstrips, disc or
cassette, teacher's guide. Educational Audio Visual, 1976. Inter-
mediate.

This overview of American musical history covers folk, country,
and Native American music. The set explains and illustrates
American adaptations of British and African music in bluegrass,
balladry. and black music. The visuals are a complementary
combination of historical illustrations and modern photographs.

105 Hold the Ketchup. Film, 20 minutes, teacher's guide. Churchill
Films, 1979. Intermediate.

Another excellent National Film Board of Canada production,
this film shows family meals from various ethnic groups. Young-
sters enjoy the use of children as cooks and the fast pace of the
film. The food looks appetizing, azI the cooking scenes stress
the use of fresh ingredients and traditional methods of prepara-
tion. The film lends itself to a variety of subjects, including
social history, family history, nkttritio.p, and current life-styles.

106 Holidays Your Neighbors Celebrite. Film, 11 minutes. Coronet
Films, 1911. Primary.

Americans from all parts of the world have brought with them
the traditions of their holidays, 'and these are the focus of this
film. Included are the celebration of the Chinese and Jewish
New Year, St. Patrick's Day, Dr. Martin Luther King's Birthday,
Greek Easter Sunday, Mexican and Puerto Rican Christmas, and
Hanukkah. This is a useful film to broaden the young child's
understanding of holiday customs and pageantry, an understand-
ing that is sometimes limited to Halloween, Thanksgiving, and
the more commercial aspects of Christmas.

107 Honeymation (Mezes-Tangos). Film, 5 minutes. Pyramid Films,
1975. Intermediate.
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Thil Studio Hungarofilm production relies on honey-cake fig-
ures in its animation of the story of a youth who leaves for war,
is wounded, and returns home to marry his sweetheart and have
a child. The sound track is not translated, but the group that
sings in the background sounds very much like traditional folk
singers everywhere. In effect, it becomes a nonnarrated film for
American youngsters, who readily follow the story through its
visuals.

108 How about Saturday? Film, 20 minutes. MTI Teleprograms,
1978. Intermediate.

In this live-action drama the viewer is shown the uncertainty and
the fear that come to children when parents divorce. The main
character is a preteen girl whose normal life is disrupted when
her father leaves home. Faced with the uncertainty of the audit-
Lion, she feels anger, fear, and frustration. Although is finally
depicted as9earning to cope, no easy answers are given. Because
the film exploies separation and divorce from the child's point of
view, it may be difficult for some youngsters to view; neverthe-
less, the film 'is an excellent motivator of classroom discussion.

109 How Animals Grow and Change. Set of four filmstrips, disc or
cassette. BFA Educational Media, 1973. Primary/Intermediate.

A Norman Bean production, this series discusses insects, toads
and frogs, birds, and mammals (including the human baby) from
fertilized egg to birth to adulthood. Because of the accurate bio-
logical information provided in the scripts, this is a good set for
introductory sex education. Many questions are suggested to the
child and specific answers concerning physical development and
reproduction are given for all four groups. The visuals are
appropriate.

110 How Do You Feel, Funny Face? Set of four filmstrips, disc or
cassette. Educrional Audio Visual, 1973. Primary.

In this series I pantomime artist is photographed expressing the
range of emotions commonly experienced by young children.
This format makes the set useful not only when discussing
emotions but also when introducing mime 'or role-playing tech-
niques. This positive introduction to human feelings and per-
sonal attitudes has an adequate audio and a pleasant script.

1 1 1 How Long Is a-Minute? Film, 11 minutes. Malibu Films, 1973.
Primary.

03
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This inttodth tion to the concept of time uses ex( ellentlown-to-
eat!' examples of what really can le done in a single minute.
Designed for the young ( hill, the film interviews youngsters as
they tell what they think about the span of a minute. The use of
a split-screen technique anda timing scale enables young viewers
to see for themselves exactly what can be done in a minute4This
delightful film will not heroine dated and will instruct and
amuse. Viewer participation is encouraged.

112 I Like the Desert. Film, 11 minutes. Aims Instructional Media
Services, 1972. Primary/Intermediate.

Because the script is written in verse, this nonfictional introduc-
tion to desert lore easily fits language arts as well as science
programs. The audio skillfully combines good narration and
background music to accompany the excellent photographed
footage of the inhabitants of the American desert and the condi-
tions of life, survival, and balance that are found there.

113 I Think. Film, 19 minutes. Wombat Productions, 1971. Inter-
mediate.

This well-produced film tells of the pressures a young girl faces
in dealing with the various segments of her lifehome, neigh-
borhood, school, and peers. Linda must resolve for herself the
conflict of whether to attend an older woman's party for the
neighborhood girlsan action that could offend her friendsor
to ignore the invitation. Her decision to go to the party does not
come easily, and there is an emotional scene when she arrives at
the woman's house with her younger rother. Although some of
the costumes are dated, good acting a a well-thought-out script
keep this film from losing its value The film and follow-up dis-
cussion should help youngsters to recognize the importance of`'
seemingly small decisions in determining the kind of person one
becomes.

114 I'm Feeling Alone. Film, 7 minutes. Churchill Films, 974.
Primary.

The message of this quick-moving, live-action film is heard in a
musical narration featuring the voices of four children. Vignettes
show situations in which children are feeling alone. The film
uses two girls in-peer situations and two boys in paient-child
situations, all of which are realistic. Because of the catchy tune
and true-to-life episodes, this production makes an excellent cata-
lyst for discussion.

40
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115 In the Forest. Filmstrip, disc or cassette. Weston Woods Studios,
1959. Primary.

Both the narrative and the illustrations of Marie Hall Ets's pic-
ture book are faithfully reproduced. The male narrator's calm
delivery and the soft background music are suited to the mood of
this lighthearted fantasy, which very young children appreciate.

116- In the Jungle There Is Lots to Do. Film, 17 minutes. Unifilm,
1976. Primary/Intermediate.

Simple paper sculpture has been animated in this Experimental
Film Group, Uruguay, production to create a story that can be
understood on two levels. Young children will be able to grasp
the. simple story of jungle animals that work together and live
happily until they are captured and sent to the zoo, but they
probably will not understand the theme that forcing animals
into captivity also ruptures the natural community. With older
children, the film can lead to a discussion of slavery and the
right of one group to impose its values upon anotheror, be-
cause of its unusual animation technique, to a discussion of film
animation.

117 The Incredible Shrew. Film, 26 minutes, teacher's &Ade. Marty
Stouffer Productions, 1977. Intermediate.

This film is fascinating in its quick coverage of a gamut of topics
including evolution, animal extinction, and the habits Of the
tiny shrew, with its reputation as the wor'ld's most ferocious
animal. Fast-moving and at times hard to follow, the film will.,
nevertheless hold the attention of young viewers with its vivid
shots of shrews and bright animation. Winfier of several awards,
including a CINE Golden Eagle, this is a fihri worth sharing.

118 Ira Sleeps Over. Film, 17 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1977. Primary.

Bernard Waber's picture book is realistic, captured in this live
action film. The youngsters who portray Ira and- hisLifriend
Reggie look and act like typical young boys. Young are
fascinated by the scenes of wild activity before bedthrie at the
problem of a boy who sleeps with his teddy bear but is
admit it The suburban scene and the low4keyed stoi, peal

,
most to middle-class children. i

119 Isabella and the Magic Brush. Film, 14 minutes. Filmfair
munications, 1976. Primary. .
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In this modern fantasy adapted from a Chinese tale, a young girl-
uses her artistic talents to save a kingdom. Isabella wants to be a
painter, in spite of her parent's, the king, and the jealous court
p4nter. Then she is given "magic brush and discovers that
everything she paints with it comes to life. Of course the brush
gives Isabella extraordinary powers, but she also learns that
one can do too many favors for others. Using bright animation,
a clever script1containing modern colloquialisms, and an appeal-
ing group of characters, Barbara Dourmashkin has produced a
worthwhile film that suggests that people are happiest when they
are making decisions and working. This fast-moving, award-
winning production presents an amusing story that young chil-
dren, enjoy.

120 It All Depends on You. Film, 10 minutes. Churchill Films, 1976.
Primary/Intermediate.
Fast-paced animation, catchy songs, and a lively script charac-
terize this film based on the idea that people need not only self-
awareness but an awareness of career options if they are to get
the most out of life. Younger children who view the production
will begin to understand how people choose their careers, while
older students may be encouraged to read about some of the
occupations that are introduced. "The world of work," accord-
ing to one of the film's songs, "has many ways to go, but they
all depend on you."

121 It Must Be Love, 'Cause I Feel So Dumb. Film, 29 minutes.
Learning Corporation of America, 1 5. Intermediate.'
This romance for preadolescents fe tures an unu ally shy
young man whose offbeat sense of hum helps him m t the girl
tiathis dreams. Anyone over fifteen knows immediat y that
at' teen-year-old Eric has chosen the wrong girl. Lisa is too
pretty and too popular for this loner whose best friend is his
dog. In the end, the boy realizes that he has been interested in the
wrong girl and discovers the right one. The scenes of embar-
rassment are typical of early girl-boy relationships, and the light-
hearted mood keeps the theme of knowing oneself from becom-
ing oppressive. The acting is convincing, and the story is one
that appeals to youngsters ho are beginning to face similar
problems.

122 An Italian Family: Life on a Farm. Filni, 21 minutes. Encyclo-
paedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 1975. Intermediate.
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This excellent live-action film is narrated by the Italian father of
two boys and a daughter. Set on the shores of Lake Bracciano
about thirty miles from Rome, it captures the beautiful Italian
countryside. The closely knit Giorgetti family carry on the old
traditions of Italian rural life on their produce farm. Although
they do not have electricity, they expeCt it soon and realize it will
change their lives. The family's grandparents also live on the
farm, and lively conversation is exchanged among the three
generations. Thii film is worthwhile not only as an introduction
to Italy but also when discussing the family and its role. An
added bonus is a tour of Rome when the children make a vilsit to
their city uncle.

123 It's OK for Me: It's OK for You. Set of four filmstrips, cassette.
ACI Media, 1975. Primary/Intermediate.

In the first two filmstrips of this set the viewer sees and hears
youngsters reacting to anger, frustration, and guilt. The message
is that everyone must learn to cope with these emotions. The
remaining two strips include discussions from a child and an
adult, pointing out that all people make mistakes and that every-
one has a right to be respected. The set is a valuable discussion
stimulus on how to handle indhiclual frustrations and peer
attitudes.

124 It's Snow. Film, 6 minutes. International Film Bureau, 1976.
Intermediate.

Cut-paper snowflakes are used in this short animated production
concerning the form and beauty of snow crystals. Created by the
National Film Board of Canada, this nonnarrated production
not only illustrates the lovely symmetry of snowflakes but also
shows that simply made visuals are charmingly effective.

125 Jack and the Robbers. Film, 15 minutes. Pied Piper Production,
1974. Primary/Intermediate.

Superb narration by Richard Chase, an outstanding collector of
Americana, distinguishes this film version of an Appalachian
folktale. It begins with live-action shots of the Appalachians,
with Chase settling down' to tell this story from his Jack Tales to
the local youngsters. The film then cuts quickly to illustrations
created especially for this production that tells the tale of a lov-
able but lazy lad who runs away frbrn home, befriends several
animals, outwits some bandits, and:returns wealthy. The film is
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r\entertaining and a valuable i koduction to a great American
storyteller and collector.

126 The Jamestown Adventure. Set of four filmstrips, cassette. Troll
'Associates, 1975. Intermediate.

This set owes its strength to the narrationa male voiceand
to a script that uses diary excerpts to explain in unusual detail
how the Jamestown settlement survived. The music is adequate,
and the visuals are a combination of nature scenes and famous
portraits and sketches of the leaders of the Jamestown settlement.
The teacher of American history who wants material on the
economic and political circumstances at colonial Jamestown
will find it here.

127 Japanese Stories of Magic. Set of six filmstrips, disc or cassette.
Coronet Films, 1976. Primary.
The distinct scripts, and vivid il strations in this series make
these stories accessible to the young child. The musical scores
reflect Japanese culture, and a few Japanese words and their.
English translations are included. Among the stories are "The
Red SQup Bowl," "Song of a Snow Girl," and "Goblin's Invis-
ible Cloak." The legend concerning a merry-go-round horse is
not Japanese but was inchlad, the narrator notes, because it is
a favorite of Japanese children.

128 Journey: The Quest for Self- Reliance. Film, 22 minutes. BFA
Educational Media, 1976. Intermediate.
Produced by Nina Kleinberg, this is one of the best available
films concerning the ability to survive in nature with a le*
supplies, no food, and a great deal of information. Based on the
experiences of Ron Hood, a contemporary young man who set
off on a seventy-mile trip across the Sierra Nevada Mountains
without help, this production conveys the drama that awaits
those who venture into America's rugged areas. The narrative is
accurate and informal and the shots are well paced. Overall, the
film is a tribute to a young man's stamina, intelligence, and
courage under stress; it is also a celebration of the beauty of
nature.

129 Just So Stories. Set of four filmstrips, cassette, teacher's guide.
Spoken Arts, 1974. Primary.

This well-produced series' introduces youngsters to Rudyard
Kipling's classic stories based on East Indian legend. Even
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very young children appreciate wp ling's talent with words, but
they get more from the narratives when difficult vocabulary is
introduced prior to the viewing sessions. The teacher's guide is
helpful in this respect and in suggesting follow-up discussion
questions. Included are the stori, of how the whale got his
throat, the camel his hump, and the rhinoceros his skin and the
story of old man kangaroo.

130 Kachina: The Spirit of the Pueblos. Set of two filmstrips, cas-
sette. Educational Dimensions Groups 1978. Intermediate.

Pueblo Indian beliefs are accurate]) described through excellent
narration, good liackground music, and vivid photography.
There is much about Native American cultural and religious
traditions, the complexity of Indian society, and the Kachina
traditions of the Southwest. This is an excellent companion
piece to Gerald McDermott's picture book, Arrow to the Sun: A
Pueblo Indian Tale.

131 A Kiss for Little Bear. Filmstrip, disc or cassette. Weston Woods
St4dios, 1972. Primary.

This filmstrip is useful as an introduction to Else H. Minarik's
easy-to-read Little Bear series. The visuals are simply camera
angles of the original Maurice Sendak illustrations. The narrator
is a professional, trained to produce a low-keyed drama; never:
theless, the filmstrip can be used to help the young child whRi
having reading problems. Older children .may be encouragectt
read this book and others in the series on their own.

132 A Kite Tale. Film, 16 minutes. BFA Educational Media, 1975.
Primary.

Produced by Murray Muritz, this engaging film concerns an old
man and a young boy who meet, become friends, and together
build a kite from newspaper and scraps of wood. Although this
film has realistic aspects:such as the actual kite construction, its
main strength is its use of fantasy to show how the imagination
can soar above the commonplace. The narration is distinct, and
the background music is well chosen and nicely correlated with
the visuals.

133 Korea: Performing ArtsThe Wonderful World of Kim Sung
Hee. Film, 22 minutes. Centron Educational Films, 1979. Inter-
mediate.
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This lovely live-action film sho s the depth of Korea's tradi-
tional folk music and.folk dance. Kim Sung Hee, an attractive
young, woman with the National Theater in Seoul, explains
what Korean dance means to her, how it relates to Korea's his-
tory, and its place in contemporary Korean culture. In addition,
the film demonstrates tbe talents needed to play traditional
Korean musical instruments and tci. sing/tell' Korean folktales.

134 Lady of the Sea. Film, 20 minutes, teacher's guide. McGraw-Hill
Book Company, 1978. Intermediate.

The filM successfully combines a sparse narrative with the lively
visual story of the Romance's nineteen -month voyage on the
open sea. Foreign ports, a violent storm, and peaceful moments
are included. The film can be used to introduce the fiction of the
sea, including Treasure Island, Call It Courage, and I Sailed on
the Mayflower, but it stands 'on its own merits as a story of sea
adventure and sailing.

135 Ladybug, Ladybug, Winter Is Coming. Film, 10 minutes. Coro-
net Films, 1976. Primary.

Young children enjoy this science film's simple discussion of
hibernation and seasonal changes from fall to winter. Excellent
close-up photography of real insects and animals combines with
a lively, well-produced script as a ladybug talks to ant, spider,
snail, chipmunk, and snake about preparations for the approach-
ing winter.

136 Latin American Folktales. Set of six filmstrips, disc or cassette.
Coronet Films, 1973. Intermediate.

This fascinating$t is a collection of Latin America's Indian
legends gathered from South American natives. There is a wide
variety of tales, many of which resemble North American Indian
nature mythology. Among the titles are "Why the Rabbit Has
Long Ears," "How the Cactus Got Its Thorns," and "How the
Andes Mountains Came to Be." The attractive visuals comple-
ment the stories and the narration is clear and distinct.

4137 Laura: Little House, Big Prairie. Filmstrip, disc or cassette. Per-
fection Form, 1975. Intermediate.

This introduction to Laura Ingalls Wilderher life and her
booksis illustrated with lovely photography of the Plains and
pictures of the author taken at various times during her life.
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Since many children read Wilder's books and want to know
about her life, this is a useful filthstrip for language arts pro-
grams. Its vocabulary level is more suitable for older than
younger elementary school children.

138 Laurie. Film, 12 minutes, teacher's guide. Scholastic Magazines,.
1978. 'Intermediate.

One of a series concerning children with handicaps, this film
tells the story of blind Laurie's successful adjustment4n a regular
high school. Laurie tells the viewer that she plans to go to
college, that she hopes to date, and that she likes to have friends
who feel at ease with her. The teacher's guide offes useful discus-
sion questions and worthwhile follow-up activities to share with
young people.

139 Learning about Values with Fat Albert and the Cosby Kids.
Series of 16 films, 12-16 minutes each. McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, 1976-78. Primary/Intermediate.

These films are episodes from Bill Cosby's television series. Live-
action shots of Cosby talking to the audience alternate with
,animated scenes of his ghetto gang. Although designed as a

0 series, these fl with their moralistic overtones are rather over-
t powering when shown consecutively. Used singly, however, the

films are impressive and cover topics such as drug use, ethnic
differences, friendship, nutrition, shoplifting, alcoholism, amok-

' ing, and handicaps.

140 The Legend of John Henry. Film, 11 minutes. Pyramid Films,cu1974. Intermediate.

This award-winning film perfectly coordinates simple animation
. and Roberta Flack's lively, .heartrending song version of John

Henry's battle with the steam drill. The graphics are strong and
stark, using a minimum of color, and the people are grotesquely
,portrayed. Still, the action of the hammer, vividly captured in
the musical beat, is spellbinding. As an experience in folk music
and an introduction to an important American folk hero, this
emotional film with its theme of the dignity of human beings is

ell worth sharing with youngsters.

141 T e Legend of Paul Bunyan. Film, 14 minutes. Pyramid Films,
973. intermediate.

Paul Bunyan is a tall-tale hero whose adventures continue to
amuse youngsters. In Stephen Bosustow's production, a fin

17
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example of modern American animation, Paul is depicted as
hardy and ingenious. The narrator, a "Scandinavian mountain
man" who knew Paul personally, recounts Bunyan's outrageous
adventures in typical tongue-in-cheek style. The deadpan humor
captured in the script.and visuals is particularly appreciated by
older elementary children. The film won a CINE Goldeniagle
award.

142 The Legend of S1 epy Hollow. Film, 20 minutes. Walt Disney
Educational Media, 6. Primary/Intermediate.
Now released for educational purposes, this film is the popular
production of Washington Irving's story that has been shown on
television for years. Bing Crosby's narration is lively and color-
ful, the animation has Disney's usual depth, and the mood of
Irving's spoof is captured in the script adaptation. Perhaps the
film concentrates more on Katrina than Irving would have liked,
but Ichabod Crane is so memorably portrayed that his image
remains long after that of the coquette is forgotten.

143 Let's Be Enemies. Filmstrip, disc or cassette. Weston Woods
Studios, 1971. Primary.

Maurice Sendak's comical line drawings have been photographed
for this low-keyed production of Janice M. Udry's picture book.
At first hearing, the male narrator's calm delivery seems pro-
grammed; after review, however, the special quality of this sound
track is apparent. Each line is carefully delivered so that children
can follow the story with ease and thus become involved in the
events. This short production has a friendship motif that also
appeals to young children.

144 A Little Girl and a Gunny Wolf. Film, 6 minutes. Paramount
Communications, 1971. Primary.

This film is based on an African tale retold by Wilhelmina
Harper in her book, Gunnium/f. Preschoolers designed and exe-
cuted the drawings used in the film, and they also narrate the
story. Steve and Marion Klein provided the animation based on

t cutouts of these drawings. The result is captivating, for pre-
schoolers are natural storytellersenthusiastic, expressive, and
convincing. This is a highly enjoyable film experience for young
children, and older children who view the film may be inspired
to create their own animated version of a folktale. The film won
an American Film Festival Red Ribbon and a CINE Golden
Eagle.

3
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145 Lucy Covington: Native American Indian. Film, 16 minutes.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 1978. Inter-
mediate.

Lucy Covington is an elder of the Colville Indians and an articu-
late spokesperson concerning Native American Indian rights and
heritage. This film allows her to speak for herself, explaining
not only her personal life but also the Indian struggle to keep
their lands. The film is a provocative introduction to the prob-
lems of government termination of Indian reservations and can
easily to lead to further study of Indian rights.

146 Luke Was There. Film, 33-minute edited version; also available
in a 47-mintte version. Learning Corporation of America, 1976.
Intermediate?'

Based on Eleanor Clymer's book of the same name, this film tells
the heartwarming story of a young boy who learns to cope with
his insecurities and frustrations when his mother becomes ill and
he is sent to a children's shelter in New York City. His conversa-
tions with Luke, a black counselor at the shelter,- lead him to
realize he must believe in people, even when they are away for a
time. Good,lacting by both children and adults strengthens this
short drama. As in many Learning Corporation films, some of
the action is violent, some likely to cause tears. But all is worth
sharing with older elementary children, to initiate discussion of
foster-home situations, trusting others, runaways, and life in a
big city such as New York.

147 Made in U.S.A. Set of six filmstrips, cassette. Educational Dimen-
sions Group, 1975. Intermediate.

The manufacture of bread, money, crayons, comics, stained glass,
and sailboats is described factually, yet the presentations hold
the attention of children because most of the items are common-
place in their lives. The female narrator's reading is clear and
pleasant and the background music is appropriate. This non-
fiction series is suitable for discussions of factories, jobs, ar41
American products.

148 The Magic Tree. Filmstrip, cassette, teacher's guide. Random
House, 1979. Intermediate.

Gerald McDermott's bright, stylized illustrations from his book
by the same title have been successfully combined with strong
musical sound effects and a black male narrator. This outstand-
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ing filmstrip set is a valuable addition to the understanding and
enjoyment of myth and folklore in Africa.

149 Make Way for Ducklings. Film (browntone), 11 minutes. Weston
Woods Studios, 1955. Primary.

Based on Robert McCloskey's award-winning picture book, this
is one of Morton Schindel's early iconographic productions.
Although the music lacks spirit and the narration is somewhat
restrained, the production has been used successfully with young
children for many years and has become a classic. The text fol-
lows McCloskey's story of the mallard ducks who manage to
raise their family despite the risks of living in the Boston Public
Gardens, *and the visuals are a simple panning of his original
book illustrations.

150 MalakapalakadooOkip Two. Film, 10 minutes: Encyclopaedia
Britannica Educational Corporation, 1977. Primary.

Youngchildren are fascinated with the clever clay animation and ,

the catchy audio presentation of this jovial film. The story
focuses on two children who enter a magical land and help
the troubled king discover on imagination of his own. A fine
example of fantasy, it encourages creativity in art or in language
activities and makes an ideal story hour.

151 Mammals of Long Ago. Filmstrip, cassette, student read-along
book. Guidance Associates, 1977. Primary/Intermediate.

This filmstrip is a wise choice for media centers that are devel-
oping individualized cassette programs because the subject of
animal adaptation fascinates most youngsters. In addition, the 1
attractive paperback that accompanies the set can be read indiz:`
vidually by youngsters as a follow-up to the film. The material is
accurate, the visuals are good, and the audio is easily understood.

152 Mandy's Grandmother. Film, 30 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1978.
Primary/Intermediate.
Carefully edited live-action footage that realistically portrays a
little girl's relationship with her grandmother makes a slight
story become more than just another film about the communica-
tion between a child and an older person. The characters are
believable, but the film is too short to develop their changing
attitudes effectively; at times the film seems almost coy. Never-
theless, young viewers delight in the laughable scene of grand-

Cjti (,
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mother chasing the chickens and enjoy the realistic conversations
between the Nito principals. The film, based on Liesel M.
Skorpen's book of the same title, encourages youngsters to dis-
cuss the elderly people in their lives.

153 Martin the Cobbler. Film, 28 minutes. Billy Budd Films, 1975.
Intermediate.

Superb clay animation is imaginatively used in this adaptation
of Leo Tolstoy's short story, "Where Love Is, God Is." An intro-
duction by Tolstoy's daughter, Alexandra, and haunting folk
music help to create the feeling of authenticity. This is a winter
tale, the story is religious, and the mood is one of wonder and
belief. The main character, Martin, learns once more to love

others after reading a holy man's book brought to him for repair
of its binding. The story, with its theme of helping others and,
learning to understand their problems, is moral without, being
didactic. The film, winner of the 1975 Oscar for animated shorts,
is truly a work of art worth sharing-with audiences of all ages.

l54 Me and You Kangaroo. Film, 19 minutes. Learning Corporation
of America, 1974. Intermediate.

In this American Film Festival Blue Ribbon winner with an
Australian setting, the main characters are an orphaned kanga-
roo, Joey, and Robbie, the ten-year-old boy who adopts him.
The live-action drama is highly emotional, largely because of the
touching scenes of the boy with his pet and because of the diffi-
culties Joey causes. Although there is little dialogue, young
viewers identify closely, with Robbie and sympathize with his
despair when he finally'realizes that the kangaroo belongs in the
Australian bush. The ending is sad but meaningful, as it aptly
demonstrates that wild pets are bettez, eff in their natural sur-
roundings. The background aboriginal music is a poignant
touch.

155 Medieval Society: The Villagers. Film, 13 mintitesObronet
Films, 1976. Intermediate.

The social structure of a typical village in the early twelfth
century is portrayed in an unusual fashion in this entertaining,
informative presentation. The unseen narrator. introduces the
villagers and briefly explains their duties. In turn, the villagers
speak for themselves, a device that creates a casual tone that is
more interesting and realistic than moss textbook presentations

51
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,of this subject. The viewer meets a villein, who works in the
fields, a bailiff, a miller, a carpenter, and others who also have
their own special trades. Social and cultural implications are
explained, and good costuming and scenery complement the
script and the acting.

1'56 Medusa Challenger. Film, 25 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1977.
Intermediate.

,4": tit

st74-
4. y, a retarded young man, and his

Filmed in Chicago,.
winner tells the sto
Uncle Jack, a middl ged street vendor, who set out to sell
flowers together. first Joey has difficulty coping with life on
the streets, but by the end of the film he proves his ability to
work on his own by selling all the flowers and carefully follow-
ing instructions. Older children realize that Joey is mentally
deficient but younger ones may not draw this conclusion without
follow-up discussion. The warmth that exists between these two
men is one of the most endearing features of this solid story.

ran Film Festival Blue Ribbon

157 Meet the Newbery Author. Ongoing filmstrip series, disc or cas-
sette. Miller-Brody Productions, 1974-79. Primary/Intermediate.

Outstanding twentieth-century children's authors are introduced
to youthful readers in these documentary filmstrips. Not all
of the authors have won the New bery Award as the title implies,
but all have won honors for their booksa fact that can be
explained beforagthe showihg. The authors are filmed in their
home surroundings as they discuss how and why they write
their books. Some of the best interviews are those with Lloyd
Alexander, Arnold Lobel, and Virginia Hamilton. Other authors
in the series are Betsy Byars, Bette Greene, Natalie Babbitt,
William Armstrong, Elizabeth Yates, Isaac B. Singer, Madeleine
L'Engle, Marguerite Henry, Eleanor Estes, and Jean Craighead

"George. This is a series that givets children a better appreciation
of literature and encourages them to read some excellent books.

I

158 Metamorphosis. Film, 10 minutes. Texture Films, 1977. Inter-
mediate.

II
The metamorphosis that takes place in this nonnarrated film is \)
that of a caterpillar into a viceroy butterfly. A girl finds a cater-
pillar and brings it indoors where it spins a cocoon. The day
comes when the cocoon breaks open,-and the girl watches as the
merging creature struggles into existence as a butterfly. When it

GP"t,
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is ready to fly, the girl takes it back to the meadow where she had
found the caterpillar. Excellent time-lapse photography and a
lilting musical background make the emergence an artistic as
well as a scientific phenomenon. Catherine Mercier and Tim
Wallace produced this CINE Golden Eagle winner.

159 Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel. Film, 11 minutes. Weston
Woods Studios, 1956. Primary.

This iconographic film of the classic picture book by Virginia
Lee Burton is moderately paced with an original musical wore
and a pleasant male reader. The original story line provides the
narrative, and the visuals reproduce the book's pictures. The
effect is much like that of a typical story-hour presentation.
Although this is an early Weston Woods production, youngsters
continue to enjoy the story of how Mike and his steam' shovel
find their niche after the onset of electrical and diesel equipment.

160 Millions of Cats. Film (black and white), 10 minutes. Weston
Woods Studios, 1955. Primary/Intermediate.

Wanda Gag's fantasy about an old couple who wanted one cat
but wound up with millions of them was one of the first icono-
graphic productions from Weston Woods. Moderately paced and
simply narrated, the film relies on the book's text and pictures.
Children have been enchanted with the book since its publica-
tion and continue to enjoy its replication on the screen.

161 Minority Youth: Adam. Film, 10 minutes. BFA Educational
Media, 1971. Intermediate.

Adam, a young Native American, comments to his grandmother
that when he tells people he is Indian they think he means that
he is from India. His search for his cultural heritage and his
effort to understand himself constitute the action in this bio-
graphical film. Adam's Anglo friends visit him at home, and he
enjoys his contacts within white society; nevertheless, he hopes
to return to the reservation after completing school and to be-
come involved in the Indian identity movement. The story of
Adam Nordwall is only tme in the Minority Youth Series; others
include Akira, a Japanese-American youth; Angie, a Mexican-
American girl; and Felicia, a black girl.

162 A Miserable Merry Christmas. Film, 15 minutes. Encyclopaedia
Britannica Educational Corporation, 1974. Intermediate.
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This film adaptation of an episode from The Autobiography of
Lincoln Steffens is useful when discussing child-parent relation-
ships. The live-action drama shows Steffqns as a child who wants
a horse at Christmas' and will be satisfied with nothing else.
When he seems unlikely to get his wish, he acts quite spoiled,

11, but when he does in fact receive the horse, of course, his mood
changes. The narrator, as the boy now grown, relates this as an
event that he will never forget and one that, in looking back,
has helped him better understand his parents.

163 Mole Series. Films, 6-10 minutes each. aPhoenix Films, 1970s.
Primary 'Intermediate.

Produced by Kratky Films, Czechoslovakia, these minnarrated
animations by Zdenek Miller contribute to the visual literacy of
the young child. Mole, a cartoon favorite of Euroan children,
is adroitly drawn; his kind personality shines in each presenta-
tion. The films are similar in format, length, and audience
appeal, and their plot lines are easily followed. There are pres-
ently twenty titles in the series, including these: Mole in the
Zoo, Mole and the Chewing Gum, Male and the Car, Mole and
the Lollipop, and Mole and the Rocket.

q.
164 Morning Zoo. Film, I I minutes. Filmfair Communications,

1972. Primary 'Intermediate.

In this fast-moving film a cheerful young woman explains her
work as caretaker of the baky animals at the zoo. Children learn
what goes on behind the scenes before the zoo opens for the
public. Besides giving information on animals at the zoo, the
film illustrates career possibilities connected with the care and
training of animals.

165 Mr. Frog Went A-COurting. Film, 5 minutes. Films Incorporated,
1975. Primary Intermediate.

Paper sculpture and balladry are artistically employed in this
National Film Board of Canada production. Children are de-
lighted by Mr, Frog's' capers in his courtship of Miss Mousie.
But their wedding ends in tragedy, bringing the story abruptly
to an end.

166 .Mulga Bill's Bicycle. Filmstrip, cassette. Weston Woods Studios,
1978. Intermediate.

The British accent of the male narrator and the syncopated
rhythm of the background music perfectly fit this humorous
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presentation o stralian A. B. Paterson's picture book. The
old-fashioned set s much in common with those of the silent
movies; as does th lot. The tempo is carefully paced to create a
spirited story that is easily followeda good foreign story to
share with youngsters.

167 Museums and Man. Set of five filmstrips, cassette. Encycl
Britannica Educational Corporation, 1974. Intermediate.

The Smithsonian Institution created this extensive discu
its own museums. The narration is meticulously record
the various museums are described by their respective direc
They explain that the Smithsonian not only preserves the won-
ders of the past but also extends our knowledge of contemporary
events. All museums are made to seem excitingas enjoyable
places to work and to do research in the arts and sciences.

168 My Grandson Lew. Film, 12 minutes. Barr Films, 1976. Prinjary.
.w.

This poetic dramatization of Charlotte Zolotow's small. picture
book is one of the best productions available for young children
on the subject of death. The grandfather, shown in the film
through flashbacks, is as magnificent in this live-action drama
as he is in DuBois's illustrations for the book, and the original
dialogue is preserved in a well-developed, low-keyed scene be-
tween mother and son. The film, like the book, embodies the
idea that by remembering those we love we are less lonely.
Youngsters who have lost a grandparent are especially touched
by this production.

169 My Main Man. Film, 14 minutes. Media Guild, '1975. Primary/
Intermediate.

The trials and frustrations, of Jeffrey, who works in his father's
auto junkyard, are portrayed in this live-action film. The story
focuses on the boy's desire to do the work of a grownup, while
the father is under pressure to complete a difficult job in a short
time. In the end, father and son come to understand\and appre-
ciate each other's abilities. Upbeat music, a good script, and fine
acting add to the value of this realistic film about a black family.

110 Native American Myths. Set of four filmstrips, cassette. Encyclo-
paedia Britannica Educational Corporation,1978. Primary/Inter-
mediate.

Illustrations in this series are based on the Indian motifs of the
Seneca, Haide, Klamath, or Hopi, and each was selected to reflect
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the spirit of a particular legend. The myths are ideal intro-
ductions to Indian beliefs and can be used in language arts or
story-hour presentations.

171 Navajo Folklore. Set of four filmstrips, cassette, teacher's guide.
BFA Educational Media, 1969: Primary/Intermediate.

Stories heard on the reservation by George C. Mitchell, a full-
blooded Navajo, are retold here in combination, with brief expla-
nations of Navajo customs and heroes. The illustrations are also
the work of Mitchell, and the etpire set is a Native American
production.

172 Nicky: One of My %lit Friends. Film, 16 minutes. Togg Films,
1975. Intermediate.

Nicky, born blind and r:.rtially paralyzed by cerebral pitisy, is
a twelve-year-old boy whose family decides to keep him in public
school instead of sending him to special education classes. His
wit and intelligence are soon apparent and he earns the admi-
ration and understanding of his classmates. A typical day in
Nicky's life is recorded by the filmpreparing for school, partici-
pating in class, taking a test, playing with friends. This CINE
Golden Eaglegroduction is a good one for school systems that
are mainstreaming the handicapped. Excellent visual footage is
supported by an informative commentary on the abilities of the
handicapped and on how the schools can help them.

173 Night People's Day.. Film, 11 minutes. Filmfair Communica-
tions, 1971. Primary/Intermediate.

Bob Kurtz's live-action short has won four awards, including a
CINE Golden Eagle. Although this is basically a nonnarrated
film about people who work in the city during the night
bakers, janitors, newspaper peoplesome of them do talk about
their attitudes concerning nlith,t work. The visual footage dim-

(tively shows the city's nightlinie bustle, from the very first scene,
which shows a huge mechapized street sweeper slowly emerging
from the dark to signal the beginning of the night people's
"day." The audio is worth special mention because it relies
heavily on human voices to imitate the nighttime noises of the
city.

1174 Now You See Me, Now You Don't. Film, 20 minutes. Arthur
Mokin Productions, 1977. Intermediate.
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This film features detailed photography concerning insects and
camouflage. The narrator gives a careful explanation of color
and behavior ai protective mechanisms, ipcluding how insects
depend on suc*camouflage for survival. This is an intriguing
introduction to this aspect of animal adaptation to environment.

175 0 Tat We Were There. Film, 27 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1979.
Int rmediate.

This well-produAed film recreates the madrigal tradition, using
the Madrigal Singers of St. Louis, who sing Christmas carols as
well as more worldly songs. This aesthetically excellent film
skillfully combines music, poetry, and costuming. The length
and seriouaness of the production make it most appropriate for
older elementary school youngsters, especially for holiday season
programming. ..

176 On Your Way to School. Film, 8 minutes. McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1973. Pritirry.

A child narrates this short film that shows a young girl walk-
ing to school in the city and observing her surroundings. Inter-
spersed are shots of children's artwork showing the same scenes.
The themes of observation and of appreciation of one's surround-
ings are echoed in a children's song in the audio. This is a
versatile filM that can be used in art, social studies, and lan-
guage arts classes.

177 The Oregon Trail. Film, 32 minutes. BFA Educational Media,
I .1975. InterMediate.

Whitefield Productions recreates a ,ehenatic episode in Ameri-
can history for the mature student through shots of the magnifi-
cent scenery along the Oregon Trail, maps,' paintings, and old
photos. The sound track develops the story of that awesome two-
thousand-mile trek through the use of diary excerpts. The film
serves as excellent background viewing for young historians of
the Westward Movement and for readers of the fiction of that
period.

178 Our American Heritage. Set of eight filmstrips to be ordered
separately by title, disc or cassette. Weston Woods Studios, 1975.
Primary/Intermediate.

Eight popular children's picture books have been made into
filmstrips for this collection of Americana: Peter Spier's Erie
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Canal and Star Spangled Banner, Robert Quac:kenbush's Clem-
entine and She'll Be Comin"round the Mountain, Gail E.
Haley's Jack Jouett'5 Ride, Richard Chase's Billy Boy, Robert
Lawson's They Were Strong and Good, and Glen Round's Casey
Jones. The Quackenbush filmstrip is typical, and the portrayal
is true to the book. Using rowdy, slightly off-key singing and a
melodramatic reading of the script, the filmstrip reproduces the
excitement of the book in the mock-heroic style of the old
Western.

179 Our Animal Tree. Set of four filmstrips, disc or cassette. Coronet
Films, 1975. Primary.

Backyard birds and animalswoodpeckers, robins, and squirrels
are photographed in their natural habitat. .An unobtrusive
story line is based on in uncle who describes these backyard
visitors to his absent 'nephew. Each filmstrip presents the physi-
cal characteristics and sexual and social behavior of the species
described, and the audio is well coordinated with the visuals.
Children are encouraged to watch animals and birds in their own
backyards. The set is especially suited to audiences in the North
and Northeast because weather conditions are similar.

180 Our Class Makes a Film: We Travel with Marco Polo. Film,
14 minutes. Filmfair Communications, 1971. Primary/Inter-
mediate.

Seeing this film, which was planned and produced by a group
of youngsters, makes young viewers want to produce a film
themselves. The children explain how they sculptured the objecti
for the animation, made the backgrounds, wrote the script, and
ran the camera. Finally, the film itself is shown. This is not a
technical film on animation, but it is a challenging presentation
worth sharing with children in art and language arts classes.

181 P.J. and the President's Son. Film, 43 minutes. Time-Life Films,
1976. Intermediate..

Producer Fran Sears has given the plot of Mark Twain's The
Prince and the Pauper a contemporary setting. Two fifteen-year7
olds meet and discover they are look-alikes. Preston, the son of
the President of the United States, convinces P.J., a typical
middle-class boy, that they should exchange places for a time.
Although the theme that young people should speak up for
what is right is somewhat labored, the overall fine quality of the
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acting and the lively script override this slightly didactic ele-
ment. Other topics dealt with include celebrity children, picket-
ing, and peer and family relationships.

182 Paddle-to-the-Sea. Film, 25 minutes. National Film Board of
Canada, 1967. Primary/Intermediate.

The film version of Holling C. Hol ling's Newbery Award-
winning book was produced in the mid-sixties, but it retains
its popularity witlx_young audierices. The narrator uses parts
of the book in telling the story, and the visuals accurately reflect
Hol ling's illustrations. The live-action photography of the tiny
boat is so convincing that youngsters are spellbound as they
follow the canoe's journey through magnificent Canadian land-
scapes from Lake Superior down the St. Lawrence Seaway to the
Atlantic Ocean. Whether used in geography lessons or in the
language arts program, the film is not likely to be quickly
forgotten.

183 Pamela Wong's Birthday for Grandma. Film, 8 minutes. Ency-
clopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 1977. Inter-
mediate.

Chicago's Chinatown is the setting Jar this live-action drama.
Pamela, a girl about ten years old, is 4iown busily preparing for
her grandmother's birthday. She buys traditional Chinese items
as well as the special "American" treatkbirthday cake. On her
way home she finds that she cannot hatidleVI1 the packages..1t4t
as the film ends, she drops the birthday cake. The shots of China-
town are good representations of the area. The plot, with its
blending of the customs of two cultures, is interesting for a
young audience. It also provides materials for a creative writing
exercise since Pamela's problem is not solved in the film.

184 Pandas: A Gift from China. Film, 13 minutes. Encyclopaedia Bri-
tannica Educational Corporation, 1974. Primary/Intermediate.

A female narrator discusses the pandas of Chinahow they live
in the wilds of China, how they were kept from extinction', and
how two of them were sent to, the United States as a gift of
friendship. The film then visits the American pair and" Their
keeper in the National Zoological Park in Washington, D.C.
The subject interests most youngsters, and this is ,an.,..excellent
chance to see these special animals at close range.
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185 Patriotic Holidays. Set of six filmstrips, cassette. Encyclopaedia
Britannica Educational Corporation, 1975. Primary/Interme-
diate.

Colorful illustrations are combined with a description of the his-
torical significance of Labor Day, Columbus Day, Thanksgiving,
Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, and the Fourth of July.
In addition, the series explains how the holidays are typically
celebrated in the United States.

186 People, People, People. Film, 5 minutes. Pyramid Films, 1975.
Intermediate.

. .

Produced by John and Faith Hubley, this nonnarrated, fast-
moving animated film presents a humorous overview of the mil-,
lions of people who have inhabited this country since 17;000
BC. In developing the basic idea that America has been shaped .

by many nationalities, the film also suggests .how these immi-
grants have been responsible for social change. A lighthearted
spirit is maintained throughout.

187 Petronella. -Film., 1.4 'minutes. Filmfair. Communications, 1978.
Primary/Intermedii:itit '

,,, ,, ., . ,

, This is a loose adaptation of Jay.-WilltamS's rviical princess,
The malern fantasy Of a prin'iess whO set4S`:out to rescue a prince.
The,an imation and music %/NI( nistely, buthhecharacterization
of l'itriipella 'is trou6llog..To Ysahlisli that-shy is" alhoroughIyb
Inaqrn:prin&ss, she is..madelta speakin Upb:eat. jargon; :While
the desired mood is created, the folklore eleinetthat Wiliims°
was poking fun at are diluted or ,ignored. Vertheleis, the
Superb animation caPtures, the interests of children, ancE#i1-.
liiunfs eskential,saiii; has Wen retained, ,,;. '41 '

188 kpictiire for Harold's Rh9Ft. Film, 7 minutes. Weston Woods', .

,..Stildips,4971-,...P/imary,- ...t
"kt,"

. -.*: °
.4. ,,-

This Gene uettch produCtion is an adaptation of CrOckett Jthn-
' sqls pita-pre' 1;o"ok, a lot -time' favorite: of children. HakildiSS ;,'.:. A . . A . .

crayon world is portrayed quite realistically in this.,,Primary'a-
rIlAtion film4 format that suits the story. Adl in alli this' is a-
delight=ful productionsthajihotild'Ocourate creati ty.,

', -,
.

e

4
189 xTfh P lanet df JOnior Bk''.o wn. S. e i\- of

..

f
tw 4 filmstrip cassette:

. .

iddee,,BrodkIAIS:thietions, 1977.; 1 nterittediate. .

Virginia flatniliOn's bdok of the sanle, title is an excellent st y t
of)I'mt York City's ghetto 'cliildren;Thowever; it. ii-too sofihisti-- . - kk

1-,s-d:. se' . :
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cated for the typical fifth- or sixth-grader. This well-narrated set
with attractive visuals closes the gap. The story interests older
elementary youngsters and captures their imaginations. If shared
with gifted students, it should encourage the reading of books by
Hamilton.

190 Playing Safe in Animal Town. Film, 14 minutes. Coronet Films,
1976. Primary.

This animated film is both educational and entertaining. The
visual presentation is bright, colorful, and well organized and
the audio is easy to follow. The puppet characters are animals,
and the setting is a small town. These are anthropomorphic
animals who charm young children while emphasizing basic
outdoor safety rules. With guided discussion immediately after
viewing the film, youngsters can learn how to avoid accidents
when walking or playing out-of-doors.

191 A Pocketful of Poetry. Set of two filmstrips, disc or cassette.
Guidance Associetes, 1975. Intermediate.

Several well-known poems by noted poets are used to illustrate
mood, description, style, and meaning in poetry. The visuals
include live-action photogr4hy, cartoon illustration, and draw-
ings. The primary narrator is a young man, but girls are also
used. Good selections of poetry and music help the set achieve
its objective of describing the distinctive qualities of poetry as a
literary form.

* 192 Potters of the Piedmont. Film, 19 minutes. Halcyon Films, 1977.
Intermediate.

Using a poetic script about the potter's art and attractive live-
action footage of Piedmont potters, this film shows how skill
and artistic sense are combined in the practice of this age-old
craft. The potters are shown at work, demonstrating the pottery-
making process from beginning to end. Even young viewers
appreciate the effort necessary to create beautiful and useful
objects from clay, and some may be inspired to try the craft
themselves.

193 The Pound Theory: Why Everyotle's Special. Film, 12 minutes.
BFA Educational Media, 1977. Intermediate.

Children are delighted with this humorous animated film from
the moment the action and sound begin. The concept that every-
one is born with special traits is fancifully developed. The storks
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are busy at their human baby factory, creating special babies who
contain just the right mixture of basic abilities and family traits,
while the flight irAtructor explains to the newly trained deliVery
squadron why each baby is special. Obviously this is not a film
to use in sex educationit is a clever production concerning
human personality traits and abilities.

194 A-Pfetty Kettle of Fish. Film, 20 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1972.
Primary/Intermediate.

When a group of intermediate schoolchildren viewed thi,s live-
action drama with its French setting, they watched in rapture to
the film's end. Although the original audio was in French, the
sound track is so successfully dubbed that none of the children
were aware that it had been clubbed. The plot concerns an inde
pendent young girl named Caroline who is passionately fond of
fishing (possibly destroying a stereotype of girls' enthusiasms),
and she dreams of the day when she will finally catch a fish.
Meanwhile she occupies herself with outwitting the local twins.
One day a gypsy boy and his monkey happen along where the
girl is fishing, and when she falls asleep the boy places a fish on
her line. This film is additionally interesting as a foreign adap-
tation of a 'short story.

195 The Promise. Film, 17 minutes. Media Guild, 1976. Intermediate.

With its excellent slow-motion photography and good audio
track, this film is a highly emotional presentation of a preadoles-
cent girl's. disappointment when her father is forced to break his
promise that he will spend some time with her on three different
occasions. Although the girl is angry, she comes to understand
her father's .reascins and to realize that he too is disappointed.
This carefully constructed film will stimulate much discussion
about the nature of promises and father - daughter relationships.

196 The Ransomof Red Chief. Film, 27 minutes. Learning Corpora-
tion of America, 1978. Intermediate.

Set in the early twenties, this fast-moving film adaptation of
the 0. Henry short story is highly entertaining and realistically
portrayed. Two rogues plan to capture the banker's son and hold
him [or ransom. They carry out their plan, but it backfires. Their
victim is not a lovable young boy who obeYs his captor'she is a
devilish brat who is so impossible that the kidnappers finally
pay to have him taken off their hands. Marion Rosenberg's pro-
duction is first-rate in all technical aspects. The setting, acting,
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and spirited backgrotind music of the twenties combine to create
a fine film version of a perennially favorite 4merican short story.

197 Rapunsel, Rapunsel. Film, 16 minutes., Tom Davenport Films,
1978. Primary/Intermediate..

Produced and directed by Tom and Mimi Davenport and based
on the original Grimm Brothers folktale, this live-action drama
was filmed in Appalachia. The use of a dark-haired Rapunzel
and of a somewhat atypical prince does not detract. The land-
scape suits the mood of the tale, and the characterization of
the old witch adds a richness that is not usually evident when
the tale is read. Less violent than Davenport's Hansel and Gretel,
this presentation is suitable for language arts or story-hour
presentations.

198 Really Rosie. Film, 26 minutes. Weston Woods Studios, 1976.
Primary/Intermediate.
Produced by Sheldon Riss and directed by Maurice Sendak, this
colorful film uses cartoonlike animation to depict the characters
from Sendak's The Sign on Rosies Door and the Nutshell
Library. Sets in New York City, the plot ingeniously weaves
together clever dialogue with musical adaptations. Winner of a:
CINE Golden Eagle and an American Film Festival Red Ribbon,
the film has wide appeal, but youngsters under seven are unlikely
to understand it fully.

199 Red Ball Express. Film, 3 ogninutes. Perspective Films, 1978.
Intermediate.
Fast-moving, comical, primary animation by Steve Segel has
been used to create this short nonnirrated film. The rollicking
background bluegrass music complements the animation. Chil-
dren enjoy watching the Red Ball Express as it comes and goes,
and the film can be used to stimulate discussion gn animation,
music, or railroads in America.

200 The Red Balloon. Film, 35 minutes. Reel Images or Macmillin
Films, 1956. Primary/Intermediate.
Winner of several, awards, including an Academy Award, this
live-action drama with a French setting has become a children's
classic. The final scene_ of hundreds of balloons escaping with
little Pascal to the sky has many interpretations, but regardless
of how children read the action, they are enthralled with a bal-
loon that follows its owner. The street scenes are especially well
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done and the sound track consists of music and city sounds
only. A children's book based on this film and also by Albert
Lamorisse is available.

201 Red Sunday: The Story of the Battle of the Little Bighorn. Film,
28 minutes. Pyramid Films, 1975. Intermediate,
Using original drawings and paintings by both Indian and white
artists, old photographs, and on-the-scene shots of the country-

. side, Robert Henkel and James Graff have produced a sensi-
tive film about the Battle of the Little Bighorn. It explains the
Indians' religious ties to the Black Hills and their intense moti-
vation to defend this sacred region. The production shows thelack of cooperation among the major U.S. Cavalry officers and
the government's revenge following the Indian victory. Overall,
this film is interesting and accurate; it is also a thought-provok-
ing example of the early white insensitivity toward NativeAmericans.

202 Reflections. Film, 15 minutes. Pyramid Films, 1967. Interme-diate.

Here is a good movie to use when discussing social attitudes andracial prejudice. The story shows how two ten-year-olds in New
York City's lower east sidea Puerto Rican girl and a Chinese
boybecome friends and thereby cause problems for their fami-
lies. Both children are told by their parents to stop playing with
one another. Throughout their fr. dship the two have com-
municated by using mirror signals o each other's rooms, Finally
the boy's parents pressure him nto breaking his miravar and
severing the friendship. The'scenes of the two children at play
are well done, and the drama is emotionally developed to show
that prejudice is a destructive element in individual and societal
terms.

203 Reflections: A Japanese Folktale. Film, 19 minutes. Encyclo-
paedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 1975. Intermediate.
An amusing story that takes place in rural Japan is beautifully
developed with visuals that include several shots of formal gar-
dens and Japanese architecture. The story centers on a young
farmer's devotion to his father and to his young bride, and the
problems that develop after his father dies. The young man
travels to the city and buys a box with a mirror. Since he has
never seen a mint* before, he believes that his own reflection is
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the image of his dead father, andjte spends hours staring at it.
His wife becomes jealous, looks inside, sees her own reflection,
and believes that her husband is keeping a beautiful woman in
the box. Good narration, costuming, and acting make this a fine
example of Japanese folk literatur

204 Rhythm, Rhythm Everywhere. Film, 11 minutes. Coronet Films,
1974. Primary/Intermediate.

Everyday things, such as a lawn sprinkler, a windshield wiper, a
Ailing machine, a clock, and the flight of a bird, provide an
interesting experience for a group of ten-year-olds in this pro-
vocative nonnarrated film. The children observe the movement
and sound of each and then interpret, those motions and sounds
through body movements. This is an excellent film to use when
discussing modern dance and mime, and youngsters will later
enjoy experimenting with body movements themselves to dis-
cover the musical rhythm of the world around them.

205 Rikki-Tikki-Tsui. Film, 26 minutes. Xerox Films, 1974. Pri-
mary/Intermediate.c

Chuck Jones's animated productions of children's literature are
consistently enthralling to youngsters. This CINE Golden Eagle
winner is frightening enough to keep them on the edge of
their seats. The plot and theme of Rudyard Kipling's story
from The Jungle Book are expertly portrayed, and clear, solid
narration by Oison Welles captures the mood of the story of
how a mongoose triumphs over two cobras. Thrilling dramatic
scenes hold attentionan excellent introduction to Kipling's
masterful talent.

206 Robin ... A Runaway. Film, 32 minutes. Filmfair Communica-
tions, 1976. Intermediate.

Although the girl in this live-action drarha is fourteen, the film
is appropriate for still younger children because running away
from homethe subject of the filmis not limited to teens. The
film shows that lack of communication and understanding with-
in the family can cause extreme strife and that there is need for
mutual respect between parent and child. The acting is realistic
and the scenes are familiar to many homes. The conflict between
the values of child and parent is stressed. Because the film does
not attempt to resolve the situation, it is an excellent 'discussion
tool.
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207 Rookie of the Year. Film, 48 minutes. Time-Life Films, 1972.Intermediate.

In this adaptation of Isabella Taves's book, Not Bad for a C;irl,
the heroine (portrayed by Jodie `Foster) is an appealing young
person whose baseball talents and interest in an all-male Little
League team cause her anguish as well as happiness. Young
people will sense the turmoil that eleven-year-old Sharon faces
when she discovers that adultsand youngstersare set against
certain activities for girls and have no qualms against pressuringothers into conforming to their expectations. In the end, Sharonpriives to terself that she has a right to compete and can be as
sattcessful as her male teammates. The acting and direction are
outstanding, and the characterizations of the team, coach, and
female star are honest. Although the editing out of television
commercials is choppy, this American Film Festival Blue Ribbonproduction is a fine live-aCtion drama concerning a modern
problem, and it does hold the attention of children.

208 Rubbish to Riches. Film, 11 minutes. Aims Instructional Media
Services, 1979. Intermediate.

Sanitary landfills, the recycling of waste, and land reclamation
are discussed in this film, and older elementary students learn a
great deal about twentiet4-century environmental problems and
new ways of dealing with them.

209 , Rudyard Kipling Stories. Set of three filmstiips, cassette. Xerox
Films, 1977. Intermediate.

Produced by Chuck Jones Enterprises, this set offers excellent
audio adaptations of three Kipling stories from The JungleBook. "Rikki-Tikki-Tavi" relies- o illustrations used in
Jones's film version of the story (en ), and although this
is a much less expensive production, u well. produced.
"The White Seal" contains endearing illustrations that resemble
Walt Disney's artwork, and "Mowgli's Brothers" appeals to older
elementary school audiences. Narrator Roddy McDowall is easily
understood, but since the three filmstrips use the same musical
background, the, are not effective when shown consecutively.

210 Rufus M., Try Again. Film, 13 minutes. BFA Educational Media,1977. Primary.

Based on the book Rufus M by Eleanor Estes, the film tells thestory of Rufus Moffat, a little boy not yet able to read, who is
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determined to gain a library card. The sympathetic librarian tries
to help him in this project, but she almost loses patience when at
last he returnsafter hoursto get his card. Martha Moran's
production is well acted, moderately paced, and entertaining. Set
in a middle -class suburban area, the story is slight but finds
merit in its positive portrayal of the young hero, the black librar-
ian, and Rufus's family.

211 The Saga of the Sea Otter. Film, 25 minutes. Pictura Films,
1974. Primary/Intermediate.

Winner of an American Film Festival Blue Ribbon, this well-
"narrated film deals with California sea otters and the effort to
keep them from extinction. A British narrator explains their
history and habits and lens how they were saved by public aware-
ness of the need to protect them. But the otter's continued sur-
vival depends on the California kelp beds, which coastal fisher-
men also want as a fishing ground. Thus the presentation is a
plea to preserve the beds and protect the otter's natural habitat.
With its beautiful live-action footage of otters, this film is ideal
for discussing ecology and sea animals.

212 The Sand Castle. Film, 14 minutes. National Film 'Board of
Canada, 1977. Primary/Intermediate.

Sand sculpture is the basis of the animation in this nonnarrated,
award-winning Canadian production by Co Hoedeman. The
film can be used with children of all ages because the story's
interpretation varies with the sophistication of the audience.
The story centers around the creatures sculpted by the Sandman
and the castle they build together. This is a good film to use for
creative writing or in film studies units.

213 Santiago's Ark. Film, 47 minutes. Carousel Films, 1972. Inter-
mediate.

This live-action film tells the story of Santiago, a Puerto Rican
boy who tries to build a ship on the rooftop of his apartment in
Spanish Harlem. Vandals destroy his work, but his neighbors
band together to help him reconstruct and launch the vessel.
The acting is realistic and the setting well chosen. Santiago is a
typical boy who happens to live in a ghetto; yet, his life is not
hopeless. Rather, this production beautifully expresses the com-
munity spirit found in his neighborhoOd. Themain characters
show great imagination and resilience, and the entire experience
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is emotionally satisfying for young children. This film can beused for language arts and studies in urban life, human relations,and creativity.

214 Sara's Summer of the Swans. Film, 35 minutes. Time-Life Films,
1976. Intermediate.

Based on Summer of the Swans, the Newbery Award-winning
book by Betsy Byars, the film concentrates on Sara's problems asa preteen whose older sister is popular, whose mother is dead,
and whose father is frequently away on business. Students who
previewed this CINE Golden Eagle winner and read the bookliked them equally. The acting is excellent and the film ismodern in setting and in plot. Preadolescent youngsters faced
with uncertainties about themselves and the opposite sex learn
from this film that "beauty is in the eye of the beholder."

215 Scatsophrenia. Film, 10 minutes. Time-Life Films, 1976. Inter-.
mediate.

The hero of this nonnarrated film is a stray tabby cat named
Briny who spends his real life in the alleyways of a city. But helike most childrenis a daydreamer, and his fantasies, all ofthem shown in live-action footage, are of being a tiger who lives
in the country and hunts. The mood is fanciful and funny.
Because the film has no audio, it lends itself to discussion of
several subjects: city life, country life, daydreams, cat habits,
animal care and survival. Students can write their own stories
after viewing the film.

216 A Sea in the Clouds. Film, 22 minutes. Filmfair Communica-tions, 1979. Intermediate.

This beautifully photographed film is narrated by an old woman
who reminisces about her early life in thetaos region and about
the changes brought by civilization. Wistful at times, she is never
melodramatic. A second, more youthful narrator weaves this
story into the overall history of the region. Excellent old photo-graphs of present-day scenes are combined to create an effective
story that holds the attention of young audiences. This is an
excellent film that faces the problem of nature versus progress.

217 Self Service. Film, I I minutes. Distribution Sixteen, 1975. Inter-.

mediate.

In this nonnarrated film, animated mosquitoes have a "healthy
capitalistic" attitude toward the potential of human beings as
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a' natural resource that should be used until depleted. The insects
show just how hypocritical, exploitive, and opportunistic we
can. be. The film is hilarious; the mafia-type mosquitoes who
control the flow of the commodity are especially amusing. Win-
ner of an American Film Festival Blue Ribbon, this satirical film
is recommended for mature students.

218 The Se,,Ilish Giant. Film, 26 minutes. Pyramid Films, 1972.
Primary/Intermediate.
Expert narration, bright anima on, and pleasant music are used
in this film version of Oscar ilde's literary fairy tale. The
human need for love and kindness is conveyed through the
adventure of a selfish giant and his conversion to kindness by a
small child. While the giant forbids the children to play in his
garden, the scene is wintertime; when he begins to share, sum-
mertime comes. The film is a fine representation of Wilde's tale,
showing the giant's empty life of selfishness in tnntrast to his
happiness when he learns to love.

219 Shelley Whitebird's First Powwow. Film, 8 minutes. Encyclopae-
dia Britannica Educational Corporation, 1977. Primary/Inter-

- mediate. q.

This positive introduCtIon to a Native American family uses
good film clips to show Shelley's daily life in Chicago and her
preparation for the annual Indian powwow, a festive occasion
when she will display her artwork and join with others in cele-
brating th heritage. Three generations are depicted in
this live-action fil , and,each has great respect for the others.
This film can be used in social studies or language arts programS
as an honest story of Indian life in the city.

220 Sherlock Holmes Casebook. Set of four filmstrips, cassette,
teacher's guide. Listening Library, 1979. Intermediate.

This set contains three of Arthur Conan Doyle's most popu-
lar stories: "The Hound of the Baskervilles," "The Redheaded
League," and "The Speckled Band." Eaclfcontaips Doyle's coin"-
plete story with the exception of the speaker - identification tags,
and so these are lengthy presentationsappioximately a half
hour each. Bright watercolors, effective background music, and
the use of a narrator with additional readers for- the people
within each drama make these appropria,teadaptations for older
elementary students.
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221 ShopliftingIt's a Crime. Film, 12 minutes. Filmfair Communi-
cations, 1975. Intermediate.

The stark realities of shoplifting are portrayed in this live-action
drama. A teenaged girl is caught shoplifting and is arrested,
taken to jail, searched, end placed in a cell until her parents
come for her. Shock and grief engulf her as she sits alone in the
cell, and her despair persists to the end of the film. The audio
conveys the girl's thoughts throughout. Her earlier assumption
that shoplifting could be a lark is grimly contrasted with the
reality of her arrest and confinement in jaila lesson that has
an impact upon elementary-aged children, who are themselves
sometimes tempted to shoplift.

222 The Shopping Bag Lady. Film, 21 minutes. Learning Corpora-
tion of America, 1975. Intermediate.

One of the finest films available on the subjects of adolescent
peer pressures and aging, it tells the story of Annie Lewis, one of-
the shopping bag people who tote their possessions with them;
survive by their wits, and make their homes in parks and depot
waiting rooms. It is also the story of a teenagerher home life,
her school friends, and her encounters with the old woman. An
American Film Festival Red Rib%on winner, the film is emotion-
ally powerful and shows the importance of trying to understand
others, particularly old people. The acting, musical score, photo-
graphic editing, and script are all superior.

223 Show Biz: A Job Well Done. Film, 12 minutes. Barr Films, 1975.
Primary/Intermediate.
Ronnie is discouraged when he is choseto run the lights for
his classroom play because he feels that the job is insignificant.
Unexpectedly, he discovers how to create an effective lighting
system and begins to understand the importance of his assign-
ment. The theme of doing one's best in any job is developed by
contrasting the boy's original unrealistic expectations with the
practical but important work he later does. This well-paced film
helps youngsters understand that frustrating situations can turn
out successfully if we use our energies in positive ways.

224 Silent Safari. Series of five films, 11 minutes each. Encyclopae-
dia Britannica Educational Corporation, 1971. Primary/Inter-
mediate.

Peter and Jane Chermayeff have combined efforts to create an
outstanding five -film package. These nonnarrated films concen-
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trate on lions, cheetahs, zebras, elephants, and giraffes engaged
in their daily activities in their natural habitats. Each film begins
and ends with low-keyed guitar music, but the audio is domi-
nated by the sounds of the animals. The combination of excel-
lent visual detail and the authentic sounds of Africa's grassland
animals makes this series a worthwhile experience. Although the
films can be shown separately, the atmosphere of a safari is best
captured when the series is used.

225 Sing Joyfully. Filth, 28 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1976. Inter-
mediate.

Directed and produced by Peter Rosen, this live-action CINE
Golden Eagle documentary offers a fascinating view of a fading
institutionthe religious music school for young boys. Iloys
(ages ten to fourteen) who attend the St. Thomas Church Choir
School in New York City talk informally about their academic
endeavors, their accomplishments, and their personal frustra-
tions as they strive for a sense of belonging, both socially and
musically. This candid view of life in a private school is useful
for discussing music, peer relationships, and the loneliness that
youngsters sometimes face in boarding schools. Founded in 1919,
the St. Thomas Choir School is the only institution of its kind
remaining in the United States.

226 Sirius. Film, 51 minutes. MacMillan Films, 1974. Intermediate.
Set in Cze5hoslovakia during World War II and produced by p,
Czech company, this film tells the story of a young boy, his
partisan father, his frightened mother, and his dog Siritis. The
music, the careful dubbing, and the live-action shots of the
countryside are technically outstanding and serve to heighten the
film's emotional appeal. The themethat it is better to sacrifice,
a life than to live in defeatis poignantly demonstrated when
the boy decides that Sirius would be better dead than used as a
Nazi guard dog. The film's length, its relatively slow pice, ands
the audience's need for historical information suggest that this
film is best for mature youngsters.

227 The Six Billion Dollar Sell. Film, 16 minutes. Films Incorpo-
rated, 1976. Intermediate.

InZfast- moving film, the New York Consumer's Union demon-
strates the hard-sell techniques used by many companies in tele-
vision advertising.' The film relies op a variety of techniques
.clips from television commercials, scenes of young people dis-
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cussing their experiences with advertising, ar(clyen an original
pop thethe song. Among the selling practicesktivered are "New,
New, New," "The Giveaway," "Selling the star," and "Brand
Loyalty." This carefully produced film helps youngsters to
recognize false promises and deceptiVe,r1tactices in commercial
advertising.

228 Sneakers. Film, 5 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1975. Primary/Inter-
mediate.

Using delightful music and live animation, this amusing film
shows a group of abandoned shoes dancing until they hear some-
one enter the roomthen they are motionless. This brief plotless
film lends itTelf to a writing assignment or to a discussion of
animation t chniques.

229 Snow Monkeys of Japan. Film, 8 minutes. Paramount Commit A"
nications, 1975. Intermediate.

Excellent 'close-up photography shows how the almost extinct
snow monkeys livesquabbling, grooming themselves, and laz-
ing in the sun. Since 1963 when one of the male monkeys dis-
covered that the springs at the bottom of their mountain are hot,
they have daily returned to bathe and play in the waters. The
shots are so distinct and so carefully edited that viewers feel as if
they were observing the monkeys first-hand. This is a delightful
film to use in units on Japan, animal behavior, endangered
animals, and monkeys.

230 The Snowy Day. Film, 6 minutes. Weston Woods Studios, 1964.
Primary.

Ezra Jack Keats's Caldecott Medal-winning book is recreated here
in film form. We partitipate in a child's sense of wonder in a
city snowfall, and youngsters will delight in the use of color
and simple' narration. The female voice is childlike and clear,
and the unadorned guitar music captures the mood of this
presentation.

231 So Little Time. Film, 11 minutes. Aims Instructional Media
Services, 1974. Intermediate.

This carefully edited, poetic film combines music, an informa-
tive script, natural sounds, and beautiful slow-motion shots of
waterfowl to develop the theme of preservation. The explanation
of waterways and flyways is clear, and there is a strong appeal
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for the ,study of bird migration and the practice of thoughtful
ecological habits;

232 Solo. Film, 15 minutes. Pyramid Films, 1972. Intermediate.
Winner.of several awards,sthis live-action documentary demon-
strates the courage needed in mountain climbing and the appre-
ciation of nature that is the climber's reward. Althotigh the
visuals were photographed during several climbs, smooth editing
has created a single story that concerns a young man's dOe to
climb a mountain. This nonnarrated production is usibl in
nature studies and discussions of courage and sports.

'233 Soopergoop. Film, 13 minutes. Churchill Films, 1975. Primary/
Intermediate.

This American Film Festival Blue Ribbon film is an excellent
production to use when discussing television commercials. The
film's main character is Rodney the cat, an animated creature
who resembles the Cat in the Hat for his audacity and bravado.
Rodney proudly tells his audience that he can make them nt
things they've never heard of and can convince them to buy
products. Rodney then takes on a new cereal of questio ble
nutritional value and makes it marketable with gimmicks and
false claims. As the film ends, Rodney is pictured on the cereal
box, and two children are talking their mother into buying the
product. Humor, fast-moving action, and an important lesson
characterize this entertaining film.

234 Song of the Paddle. Film, 48 minutes. National Film Board of
Canada, 1978. Intermediate.

This film's excellent portrayal of the Bill Mason family as they
canoe along a Canadian river and into Lake Superior is a visual
tribute to nature's wilds. Initially the shots resemble someone's
home movies of the family vacation and not all of the dialogue
comes through clearly, but the audience is soon captured by the
visual realities of shooting the rapids, making camp during a
lake storm, and viewing ancient Indian rock paintings lost to
all but the experienced cancer. Winner of several film awards,
including an American Film Festival Red Ribbon, this is an
excellent film to share with youngsters interested in camping,
canoeing, and wilderness survival.

235 Spaceborne. Film, 14 minutes. Pyramid Films, 1977. Interme-
diate.
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OP° 1/4-qk;236 Film, .$1 minutes'. Tinie-Life Films, 1976. Inter-
mediai .

4'e . '"
3crellertt,close-tip ptmtlgraphy Ad lucid narrative make this an

. . . .

unusual and wbrt'hwh {le 'presentation: Although the script is-
somewhat soPhisticated,..the live'-action footage of several spi-
ders and the44itsFncluding the Wolf Spider and the Black
Widowholds the yobnger child's interest. The film encourages
youngsters to read more about spiders and insects.

.237 The Steamboat. Film, 11 minutes. The Little Red Filmhouse,
1976. Intermediate.

This artistic, nonnarrated, live-action film is a beautifully exe-
cuted production that features clips from a trip on the Delta
Queen. The close-up shots of the paddle wheel and the engine
intrigue students with an interest in machinery, while the music
from the ship's calliope and the scenes of riverside activities
appeal to everyone. Because the film shows one of the remaining
American riverboats, the production can be usectrai studies of
transportation, American history, and riverboat fiction.

.238 Stories about Safety. Set of six filmstrips, disc or cassette. Coro-
net Films, 1975. Primary.

These short stories present safety messages in ways that appeal
to young children. The series covers safety around the house and
in the neighborhood, using lively audio presentations comple-
mented by puppets in fictional episodes.

239 A StoryA Story. Film, 10 minutes. Weston Woods Studios,
1973. Primary/Intermediate.

Woodcuts in reproduction and a musical score based on African
music are features of Gene Deitch's lively retelling of Gail E:
Haley's Caldecott Medal winner of the same title. While the
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presentation is true to the mood of the book, it seems to breathe
new life into an already excellent folktale. The animation reflects
the West African tempo, moving to the music and to the natural
flow of the story, which recalls a time when there were no stories
and a bargain was made to obtain them from the god of the sky,
Nyame.

240 The Story of Christmas. Film, 9 minutes. Films Incorporated,
1974. Primary/Intermediate.

Evelyn Lambart has employed, an unusual form of animation
cutouts that resemble the illustrations of a medieval manuscript
to tell the familiar Christmas story of the Gospels of St.
Matthew and St. Luke, following events from the Annunciation
to the birth of Jesus. and the coming of the Three Kings. The
original music for thiVPEoduction is in the stylc of the sixteenth'
and seventeenth centuries and is played on Renaissance instru-
ments. Although there is no narration, young children easily
follow the action and'older children appreciate the film as an
unusual interpretation of a familiar story.

241 Strange and Unusual Animals: Adaptations to Environment.
Film, 10 minutes. Aims Instructional Media Services, 1974.
Primary/Intermediate.

Good photography, catchy background music, and distinct nar-
ration explain the concept of animal adaptation in a way that
appeals to all children but is especially intriguing to older ones.
Among the animals included are elephants, bats, and koala
bears.

242 Strega Nonna. Film, 9 minutes. Weston Woods Studios, 1978.
Primary/Intermediate.

This charming, ludicrous story is adapted &mil Tomie de Paola's
original text and illustrations and demonstrates Gene Deitch's
flair for animation. Filled with old-world charm, the film is
bright, humorous, and easy to follow, as it relates the tale of the
pasta that threatens to covet a townuntil Big Anthony comes
to the rescue.

Suho and the White Horse: A Legend of Mongolia. Filmstrip,
cassette. Weston Woods Studios, 1978: Intermediate.

Based on a Mongolian legend, this low-keyed adaptation of the
book by Yuzo Otsuka and Suekichi Akaba is enhanced by vivid
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watercolors.,The background audio at times almost domina
the narrator's voice and extra beeps are Occasionally heard; n r-
theless, the presentation is successful with older elementary
children.

244 The Superlative Horse. Film, 36 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1975.
Intermediate.

This is an excellent interpretation df Jean Merrill's book, which
is based on a Chinese folktale. Good background music and
beautiful scenery evoke the Chinese setting of this story of a
young hero who is capable of evaluating a horse's real worth
regardless of outward beauty. Not all of the actors are Oriental
(some are black, some white), but the production is believable
and effective. The theme' is one familiar to folktales of many
countriesthings cannot be judged by outward appearance
alone.

245 The gwineherd. Film, 14 minutes. Weston Woods Studios, 1974.
Primary/Intermediate.

This animated version of Hans Christian Andersen's tale is
retold by a female narrator. A foolish princess scorns the love of
a prince because she does not value his gifts of a perfect rose and
a beautiful nightingale. Instead, she is willing to dote on a
swineherd who brings her a silly musical toy. The message is one
that appeals to almost all elementary children.

246 Take Time to See. Film, II minutes. Barr Films, 1971: Inter-
mediate.

This well-produced nonfiction film can be characterized as
"visual experience." The catchy musical score works 'nicely as
the tensions of the city world are contrasted with the peace to be
fdund in the world of nature. Good shots of tree-covered hills in
autumn, cyclists in the mountains, and a harassed freeway driver
help to get the message across to young viewers.

247 A Tale of Till. Film, 12 minutes. Filmfair Communications,
1975. Primary/Intermediate.

This is the story of Till Eulenspiegel, a popular German folk
figure and the hero of many legendary pranks. The film is artis-
tically done and uses puppets to act out one of Till's escapades.
Unfortunately, the spirit of the puppet show is somewhat diluted
because of the rather expressionless narration. Nevertheless, the
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film suggests the old Germanic milieu with its minstrels and
storytellers and includes some interesting shots of architectural
Carvings that have preserved the legend of Till.

248 The Tales of Hans Christian Andersen. Set of six filmstrips,
cassette. Society for Visual Education, 1975. Intermediate.

Adaptions of four of Andersen's tales are presented here in
a variety of formats. Two that resemble oral folk literature,
"Hans Clodhopper" and "It's Perfectly True," are recreated in
lively, dramatic presentations that remain true to the irony of
Andersen's originals. The visuals by George Hamblin are not
outstanding, but Bill Barber's readings are worthwhile. Vie
illustrations by Krystyna Stasiak for The Wild Swans" suggest
the art of the Far East, and Harley Shelton has illustrated "The
Little Mermaid" with a combination of modern realism and
fantasy that does justice to the story.

249 Tchou Tchout Film, 15 minutes,. Encyclopaedia Britannica Edu-
"sational Corporation, 1972. Primary.
Ordinary building blocks are used in the animation of this
Canadian Film Board production. Everything in the filmeven
the boy and girlis made of brightly colored blocks. Youngsters
will delight in the conversion of the dragon to a train. This
lively fantasy encourages young children to talk about what is
real and what is imaginary, and they may wish to exercise their
own creativity afterward.

250 Thank You Ma'am. Film, 12 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1976.
Intermediate.
Langston Hughes's short story in film form appeals to many
children. It is an unusual drama, depicting a black woman's
encounter with a ten -yea ,old black boy who- tries to steal her
purse. The realistic acting and the setting present a vivid picture
of life in the in er city. The direction of the boy's future, the
viewer feels, m. be changed by this chance encounter with a
courageous but understanding woman.

251 That's My meDon't Wear It Out! Film, 27 minutes. Learn-
ing Cora Lion of America, 1975. Intermediate.

;%This 1 e-action fil ells the story of Jimmy, a young deaf boy,
desire the friend of Nick, an emotionally deprived

er who delivers groceries in the neighborhood. When_a
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dangerous situation occurs, the deaf boy shows his independence,and the audience shares his pride in being able to prove himself.
Both boys learn to understand their limitations and their need tobe friends with one another. Nick becomes less fkkeptical of per-sonal commitment and Jimmy dares to reach bey"ad his handi-cap. Fine acting and good editing are evident throughout.

252 There She Blows! Filmstrip, cassette. Hawkhill Associates, 1977.Intermediate.

An exciting period of American history is relived in this filmstripthat pictures life on a whaling boat in the 1800s. The tape isvaried, exciting, and well produced. The visuals include photo-graphs of old pictures and whaling artifacts, and the audiomakes use of whalers' ballads and excerpts from writings of menwho were there when whaling was at its peak.

253 Things Are Different Now. Film, 17 minutes. Media Guild, 1978.Intermediate.

This upbeat Pau list production is.;th) objective, well-acted dramaconcerning an adolescent boy's reaction to the divorce of his
parents. The audience is never introduced to the father, but thefilm is not a one-sided presentation of the mother's attitudes.Instead, the film concentrates on the youngster's emotions as hetries to understand and accept what has happened to his family.The hero is a young black boy whose close relationship with hispreacher grandfather helps him to understand that "things aredifferent now" and that he must accept the change without guiltor remorse.

254 This Train. Film, 5 minutes. Perspective Films, 1965. Interme-diate.

A classic folk song about the Underground Railroad that wasadopted by the civil rights movement is brought to life with
impressive shots of a railroad station and a night train rolling
down the track. The audio features Big Bill Broonzy's version ofthe song. The production can be used with older elementary
children in social studies as well as in music or English classes.

255 Thoroughbred. Film, 22 minutes. Pyramid Films, 1972. Inter-mediate.

Using live-action footage of horses at various stages of growth,this film demonstrates that raising a champion takes a great deal
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of time and effortand a beautiful creature. The audio consists
entirely of music, beginning with a banjo and a male voice
humming in the background and ending with stirring classical
music during the final racing scene. The film opens with the
birth of a colt in winter. In the spring the young hqrse gallops
in the meadpw; in the fall he is sold to begin training as a
thoroughbred racer. Finally, we see his first race in slow motion
and the culmination of his breeding and training.

256 Three pule Rabbits. Film, 6 minutes. Learning Corporation of
America, 1974. Prima Intermediate.

Three little rabbits fi out a way to avoid being hunted by
their predators; they tell a magpie that they plan to eat wolf
meat, and thereby create an uproar in the forest. This clever
animated' film shows how gossip grows, -and each succeeding
character's description of the rabbits' plan is more bizarre than
the previous one. This is a delightful modern tall tale to share
with elementary children of all ages.

257 The Three Poor Tailors. Filmstrip, disc or cassette. Weston
Woods Studios, 1973. Primary.

Lively background music and a good male narrator accentuate
the humor of Victor G. Ambrus's picture book. Three poor
tailors wander into town, engage in robust activity, and have to
work to repay the damage they have caused. The story has a
folktale quality and is excellent story-hour material.

258 The Three Robbers. Film, 6 minutes. Weston Woods Studios,
J972. Primary/Intermediate.

This simple animation of Tomi Ungerer's bobk is appropriately
accompanied by Gene Deitch's entertaining vocal sound effects.
Easily a classic in the animation of children's picture books, this
American Film Festival Blue Ribbon film is one that all elemen-
tafy students enjoy. The story centers on three robbers who have
frightened the countr.yfolk. Then they meet their matchTif-
fany, an orphan who convinces them to use their wealth to buy a
castle for all the waifs in the area.

259 The Thunderstorm. Film, 9 minutes. Learning Corporation of
America, 1968. Primary/Intermediate.

The sights and sounds of nature foretell an approaching storm
and give the viewer a perception of the ensuing rain's importance
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to all of the natural community. Excellent close-up photography
is used throughout. The action is simple and centers on a boy
and his dog who are out playing. Just before the storm breaks,
the dog races after a rabbit. The boy, in spite of the ltorm,
searches for the dog. As he Searches, the camera focuses .op the
details of flowers, trees, and birds. Without moralizing, the film
brings together the theme of human responsibility with that of
the interdependence of the natural world.

260 Time of Wonder. Film, 13 minutes. Weston Woods Studios, 1961.
Primary.

The mood of Robert McCloskey's Caldecott Medal-winning pic-
ture book is, recaptured in this iconographic nature film set on
an island off the coast of Maine. The watercolor illustrations
from the, text picture fog, storms, sailing craft, and woodlands as
they recreate the four seasons. The narration is distinct and a
piano provides the background music.

261 To Be a Clown. Film, 24 minutes. ACI Media, 1974. Inter-
mediate.

Paul Saltzman's live-action production begins by showing vari-
ous kinds of downs, from circus clowns to those working on the
street. Scenes filmed at a workshop at Ottawa's National Arts
Center show people who are training to be clowns. This infor-
mative film includes makeup and costuming, gag routines, and
most of all the childlike quality within us all that is somehow
brought alive by the carefully studied art of clowning.

262 To C imb a Mountain. Film, 15 minutes. BFA Educational
Me 1974. Intermediate.

The hardships and triumphs of mountain climbing are height-' ened in this live-action drama that shows blind teenagers from
the Braille Institute climbing in the Sierras with visually normal
partners. This film is a tribute to blind youngsters who refuse to
remain isolated and who win their struggle for independence. In
the words of one, "Blind people climb mountains every day."

263 Toiler. Film, 27 minutes. Wombat Productions, 1976. Inter-
mediate.

Toiler Cranston is one of Canada's finest skaters. He is also a
good painter. This film visually attests to both talents. The spec-
tacular scenes of ice skating are tied together by less effective

u q),
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A-- comments from people in his audiences or members of the skat-
ing world. Skating enthusiasts will enjoy this film for the beauty
and the technical aspects of his skating,, since Toiler combines
elements of ballet and theater in his performance.

264 Tomcat'sMeow. Film, 13 minutes. Phoenix Films, 1976. Pri-
mary/Interaediate.
This film is ideal for a study of the animation techniques used
by the American master, Walt Disney. AlthOugh the film has no
narration, its plot is easy to follow. The story echoes several folk-
tales, including "Toads and Diamonds" and "Puss in Boots,"
but is based on an Italian tale about a little girl who befriends a
tomcat. When she is in trouble, it's tomcat to the rescue. Young
children enjoy the gay foreign animation and understand the
ideas presented.

265 Treasure Island. Set of six filmstrO tisc or cassette. Educa-
tional Enrichment Materials, 1974. Intermediate.

This word-for-ward reading of Robert Louis Stevenson's classic
pirate tale makes excellent use of a narrator, several character
readers, and realistic sound effects. This lively, well-produced set
is enjoyed by all young adventure lovers, but boys especially
respond to the tale.

266 The Treasury of Beatrix Potter. Set of four filmstrips, disc or
cassette. Spoken Arts, 1974. Primary.

Victorian background music, Potter's original illustrations, and
enthusiastic narration translate these classical picture books-into
modern visual presentations for young children/ A few of the
illustrations are not those of the author, but they resemble he
work and do not distract from the production. Potter's small
picture books have always been favorites of young children, but
their format has made them difficult to share with groups. This
series, which includes the tales of Peter Rabbit, Benjamin Bunny,

--Squirrel Nutkin, and Jeremy Fisher, now makes it possible for
groups to enjoy the tales.

267 Treasury of Grimm Tales. Set of six filmstrips, disc or cassette.
Spoken Arts, 1975. Primary.

Versions of four tales-4"Hansel and Gretel,".."The Juniper
Tree,' "The Fisherman and His Wife," and "Tom Thumb"
are skillfully read by Christopher Casson and Eve Wilkinson
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in this sprightly, colorfully designed series. Casson's accent is
British,,but it is easily understood by young Americans. Harp,
music provides an appropriate background. The set does much
to recreate the excitement of traditional oral storytelling. .

268 The Treehouse. Film, 9 minutes. BFA Edualtional Media, 1969.
Primary/Intermediate.
In this nonnarrated film we see a young boy who is at peacewith his so_rld and loves to spend hours in his treehouse, reading
and watching a construction project going on below him. When
his own oltehouse is threatenediby his friend, the operator of the
bulldozer, however, the boy rebels and fights to keep things as
they are. This fast-paced, well-acted film encourages discussion
of major ecological problems and some of the troublesome
aspects of urban expansion. No easy answers are offered in the
film, leaving viewers to argue the conflict between progress and
environmental values.

269 The Trumpeter of Krakow. Set of two filmstrips, disc or cassette.
Miller-Brody Productions, 1977. Intermediate.
Spirited narration and .pleasant watercolor illustrations distin-
guish,4,Ins adaptation of Eric P. Kelly's Newbery Award-winning
book. All of the characters are handled well, and the set main-
tains the interest of youngsters who inight,not ordinarily be
drawn to historical fiction. The story is an account of the death
of a fifteenth-century trumpeter.

270 U.S. Grant: I Remember Appomattoi. Film, 16 minutes. Coro-
net Films, 1976. Intermediate.

In a short live-action film the viewer is introduced to comiger-
able details concerning U.S. Grrit's military geititti and perAn-
dlits. Ihe- actor portraying .Grant walks casually around the
town of Appomattox and dikusses the war, Lee's surrender, and
his own life's ambitions. Not essentially a history film, this is a
well-developed personality portrait that appeals to youngstersand gives them insight.intolsome of the personalities involved in
the Civil War.

271 Ujima: Modupe and the Flood. Film, 5 minutes. Beacon Films,
n.d. Primary/Intermediate.

This excellent animated film is based on an African tale and is a
good addition to any folktale film collection. Produced iniAfrica.

...) ti
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it is the story of a man who, because he is 'willing to sacrifice,
saves the village from destruction during a flood.

272 Umbrella. Filmstrip, disc or. cassette. Weston Woods Studios,
1968. Primary.

Based on the picture book by Taro Yashima, thirprociuctjan is
bf ctively ad and well paced ,for use with preschoolersthe
more o if they happen to be owners of new umbrellas. The
visuals are reproductions of the book's illustrations and the nar-
ration is pleasant, but it is the rhyth is sound effects that suc-
cessfully create the mood in this prod ction. ,

273 UnicycleLooking at My World. Film, 15. minutes. Barr Film's,
1976. Intermediate.

Tony is an unusual young man who uses his skill 4s:a Unicycle
as a way of meeting the world. Viewers see ZFotii cycling to w,
sch and work; they also see him using his unicycle to make
new friendsespecially the elderly people in his hborhood.
Th sound track is based on Tony's reflections m§elf he
,thi s about life i general and older_people, articular: The

r is optimistic, and.the film can lead to cussions of hob-
bies, personal valu and bridging the gene ion gap.

274 The Velveteen Itabbit. Film, 18 minutes. LSB Productions, 1974.
Primary.

This version of Margery Williams's fantasy is popular with
modern children who persist in believing in fairy magic. Slight
changes make the setting and characterization more fitting for.
contemporary American children. While' the nursery fairy in tl:140.'
film seems to break all standards found in Ihe book, cliPareil:.
accept this as-a reasonable. interpretation of theetale.GOod act-.-
ing, a yell-crafted script; and valid use of setting and story are in

'evidence. Children continue to be touched by this nursery classic
with a grown,, -.up message: "Real isn't how you are made," says.,
the rocking horse; /it's something that happenS to you."

275 The Velveteen Rabbit. ,Set of two filmstrips, ,disc or cassetie.
Miller-Brody Productions, 1976. Primary. .

EVa Le Gallienrte's reading of ,this Margery,,
.Williarris is crisp and pleasant,' preserVing the charm of the
original story of how playthings are brought. to life through

z love. The illus1 ations are a valid interpretation of the British
_setting.
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less, the ser s can be use: to initiate discussion concerning the4 .

role of e family rpcmfier in maintaining harm ony in the
',.home. . i '

4 A,

280 What Have You Doneyath My Country? Film, 26 minutes. ACI
Media, 1975. Intermeditite."

.4' ,
Fred. Heimans has pniftliked a provocative film concerning the
way. of life of the Austi'alian aborigines, a film that questions the
right of a modern civilization , to destroy kprimitive culture.
Poignant shots of the:people in the countigkde are contrasted
with shots of urban ,ugliness. Aboriginal poetry,, chants, and
rock paintings are included. This is an excellent film to use in
discussing ho'w, outside influences change a land and its people.

281 What Is a film,Cat? 14 minutes. Filmfair Communications,
1972. Intermechatc.

Winner of many awards, including a GINE Golden Eagle, this
droll Ellin' portrays the independent, intelligenti mysterious
nature of the, cat: Produced by Amitai Film, it features superb
shots of cats in motionin houses, wandering in neighborhoods,
stalking tivitir prey. shots are combined with live-action
footage and diagramk to 'prese*the five-thousand-year history
of the cat in humap society, includin gmityvorship in Egypt,
demonic status in thelpiddle AWor4d its acceptance iirEurope
during the plague years. This film is definitely for cat lovers and
can be Ad to introduce a school unit on pets.

282 What Makes Me Different? Film, 9. minutes. Pyramid FilmsN
1975. RrimarY/Intermediate.

This lighthearted, live-action presentation informs children
about some of the physical differences among people, such as

'?
skin colorAair, types, accent , cial features. It includes
excellent detail, for exampl , how the hape of a hair ftipcle
determine curly, straight, or wavy hair. The film is scientifically
atiurate, diect,,andlinformativtind the overall efccekis positive.

283 Whazzat? Film, 9 minutes. Encyclopaedia BritanniCatducational
Corporation, 1975. Primary.

This nonnarrated interpretati of the East Indian folktale of
the six blind men who attempTto describe an elephant is done
with clay sculpture animation that appeals to young children.
Because each of the clay figures has a unique personality, th

(
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film suggests that individual differences arc an advantage in
group activities, but it also conveys the message that group
efforts are sometimes more effective than individual endeavors.

284 Where Is,pead? Film, 19 minutes. Encyclopaedia Britannica
Educational Corporation, 1975. Primary/Intermediate.

This is less a film On death than on the shock and grief that
unexpected death causes. The nine-Isar-old boy who is killed
when hit by a car is dearly loved by his sister Sarah, who is sixt
It is her grief that predominates. The,adults are able to express
their grief, btu Sarah is an angty, bewildered child who cannot
cry. Gradually, she- gins to cope with her feelings.

285 Where the Wild Things Are. Film, 8 minutes. Weston Woods
Studios, 1976. Primary/Intermediate. r,

Although Maurice Sendak's Caldecott Medal-wit-inning book
has long been a favorite of the preschool audience, Gene
Deitch's animated film version is rather sophisticated for chil-
dren

familiar neighborhood sounds with music from,ithe 1930s; and
audio with its intentionally distorted sounds, the combination
dren younger than eight. The fuzzy wild creatures, the

,the surrealistic setting Make this a film for older childpn(who
are familiar with the book and are ready for sonlethingdiffeVeM.,
The story line runs e this. Max has beentlisrt to bed fo ''
misbehaving. To the time, he imagines, a wO I pe r.

by strange beasts who make.him their kihg....4ax vren 1 ,:,, ..t
!...e.,becomes lonely, however, and heads for home. . ', 14.e
:46,

286 Who Stole the Quiet Day? Film, 16 minute "Iked.Hrggi s-
Productions, 197& Intermediate.

:This is an accuratc, well-prOduced Mtn cerning
tion and its effect on hearing. The sci uprico =icAnfor
cerning permanent hearing kiss and vstropte. IA6'4 °

.,--.4noise encourages youngster consider. the c,4 Ue:. of, ,

noise more carefully: Poor hVaring, the fil es clearT,Ts" nal '
el-caused by old agec:kly. .

287
. .

Why the Sun and the. Moon Live in the Sityr in,11.mivies,
Paramount Communications, 1970. Priniaiy/ iv iate: V.--,:.%r

Suzanne Bauman's CINE Golden Eagle ptesenialiorof an east
'1ern Nigerian syttUre legend is basedipn the bookikx%lsEhinsionE-.q,,

.e ,Dayrell and Wan enjoyable folklore expefkna" tti-, re with T'

se.pollu-;

0 .'vv



Annotations

yo jgsters. Simple animation techniques help tq retaih the
rm of the story. The Sun and Moon, originally earth-dwellers

sk the Sea to visit, but all the sea creatures accompany him. fl'ol
avoid the confusion, the Sun and Moon escape to the skywhere,:
they remain to this very day. so,

288 Why We Need. Reading: The Piemaker-of Ignoramia. Film, 12
minutes. Learning Corporation of Airierica, 1976.,Primary, .,

Humorous animation, a livAftisatpt an' ietf-sufficienAer:. ,
pfnt convey the idea that ii-iii fittpcissib successful -if
one cannot read. The king in this him is i and childish
and his subjects are all unhandy at doing his rig en he
wants things built or repaired. His tailor, for'hOMple, an only

.

'approximate the king's measurements, and the court instrel
knows only a single song. Then the-heroine leains to remand
shows the others howa solution that young children readily
grasp.

289 Wild Robin. Filmstrip, cassette. Weston Woods Studios, 1978.
Primary.

p, t
Harp and violin music And a female narrat with a slight
British accent seem to fliSusan Jeffers's book on which-chit
filmstrip is based. The fantasi, of a young hey who lives for a
time with the fairy world before returning home is imaginatively
presented. There is a muWed echo on the tape that is annoying
to adults but seems to pass unnoticed by children.

290 The Will and the Way of lours Ingalls Wilder. Filmstrip; cas-
sette. Random House, 1979. Intermediate.

Using an episodic but effective rips that is. based less on
Wilder's own life than on her cdrn's books, this set intro-
duces the Little House Books. A shot* male voice and lively
fiddle is comprise the audio. The vi4s make of photo-

-graphs from the Wisconsin State Hist ociety and repro-
%.

ductions.hkillustrations from Wilder's il

291 Winning and Losing. Set of four 'filmstr s, assette. Troll Asso-
ciates, 1976. Primary/Intermediate. i', ". i

This set demonstrates good sportsmanship at the child's level Of
comprehension. B use it features children, the series maintainse

the interest of youthful audiences and shows that sportsmanship
is important at an early age. The concept of competing against
oneself is also stressed.

4
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292 The Wolf and the Seven Kids. .Fi .10,411116:s. Encyclopaedia
Britannica Educational Corporatx Ili 1978. Primary.
This production follows the ortgi ,Giumn Brothers tale in

.,':7;:' . . .Iii
plot and theme. The bright iiniipiiticiii and lively Characteriza-
tions appeal to y(jing children, and.rhe film works nicely as a
story hour. ,.'

293 Wolf Pack. Film, 19 1111inutes,, Natidnal Film Board of Canada,
1974. Intermediate.

...4This well-edited, lucid film covers the life of a wolf cub from
birth to. maturity. Vivid footage of the pack on the hunt, of life
under winter conditions, and of other aspects of daily existence
arrest the attention of older children, who also appreciate the
narrative for its accurate scientific information.

294. Vcee Doodle. Film, 10 minutes. Weston Woods Studios, 1976.
Pliihary/Interm late: P
Steven Kellogg illustrations for Edward Bane's picture book
a used in this iconographic film. The song.is presented along
yffh historical background portrayed through a boy's yip to the

,.
enemy camp. The verses are read by a youngster and ifi.in sung
by a group of. children. Music is provided by the Colonial
Williamsburg Fife anci Drum Corps. Although.young children
enjoy the first half of the film, the sing-along format of the
econd half is appropriate only for children who read well.

Weston Woods also offers this presentation on a filmstrip with
cassette. , ,

295 Zlateh the Goat. Film, 20 minutes. Weston Woods Studios, 1973.
Intermediate.

Directed by Gene Deitch, this award-winning adaptation of
Isaac B. Singer's story is a well:produced, live-action presenta-
tion of the plight of a poor. Jewish family in prewar Poland. It is
the Hanukkah season, and the need for food forces the father to
send his son to sell the family goat in the nearby village. Aaron's
trip is a slow one,* for he loves the goat and does not want to
part with it. Suddenly the boy and the goat are caught in a
snowstornf ill the end, the .goat saves the boy's life and the

nfamily keepit'as a pet. The narration is distinct, and the'story's
photographic representation is extremely artistic. Because the
firm is slow paced, )t. is best-suited oar older youngsters.
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296 The Top (second edition). Film, II minutes, teacher's guide.
Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Corporation, 1979. Pri-
mary/Intermediate.
Upbeat music and vivid live-action photography are used in this
new edition of The Zoo. Filmed at the-Brookfield, Illinois, Zoo,
this production is especially valuable to show to youngsters
before they visit a zoo. This is a straightforward production that
promotes a positive attitude toward modern zoos and their over-
all objectives.

4
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Subject Index to Films and
Filmstrips
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Americans
Animal behavior, 14, 19, 33, 34, 48, 61, 70,

109, 116, 117, 135, 151, 164, 179,
184, 211, 224, 229, 241, 281, 293,
296. See also Birds and birdwatch-
ing; Insects, butterflies, and
spiders; Nature study

Animal stories, 2, 3, 15, 16, 52, 54, 95, 89,
115, 116, 129, 131, 140, 163, 209,

215, 243, 244, 255, 256, 266, 292. See
also Pets
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111, 179, 180, 204, 294
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270, 290
Birds and birdwatching, 20, 52, 109, 179,
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Colors, 46, 57 -
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Cowboys, 51, 93
Cranston, Toiler, 263
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60, 96_105, 106, 130, 133, 170, 171,
183, 203, 219, 280, 295. See also
Minoritiel; Religious customs and
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Cze.choslovakia, 63,

Dance and mime, 59, 60, 110,133,204; 228
Death, 11, 18, 23, 29, 168, 284
Detective fiction, 220
Divorce, 108, 253

Ecology and conservation, I9,.6469, 76,
98, 103, 112, 116, 208, 211, 216, 231,
259, 268, 280, 286. See also Nature
study; Wilderness and wilderness
survival
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11, 93, 99, 122, 132, 152; 168, 183,
222, 273

Endangered species, 19, 211. See also
Ecology and conservation

England, 55, 2a$F7,f, 275
Ethics, persona , 410, 17, 18, 30, 95, 113,

139, 153, 221, 226, 250, 291'
231

Black Americans. See Minorities, Black
Americans

Canada, 22, 36, 37, 45, 52, 67, 182, 234, 261
Careers, 51, 120, 164, 173, 192
Children's authors. See Author Index to

Children's Literature
children's authors, about, 6, 71, 78,

137, 157, 290
'Children's literature. See Title Index to.

Children's Literature
China, 119, 184, 244
Christmas. See Holidays
Circus and clowns, 40, 41, 261
City living. See urban life

Fables,2, 3,15, 70, 89, 256. See ars41o Fairy
tales; Folktales; Legends and myths

Fairy tales, 16, 75; 100, 101, 102, 187, 197,
218, 245, 248, 267, 288, 292. $ee also
Fables; Fahtasy; Folktales

Family relationships, 10, 11, 23, 68, 88, 90,
93, 94; 108, 114, 122, 146, 152, 156,
162, 168, 169, 181, 183, 195, 202,
206, 210, 214,.222, 253, 277, 279, 284

Fantasy, 22, 42, 49, 57, 6 99, 119, 132,
150, 160, 188, 200, 2, 215,228,
249, 274, 275, 285, 2 9. See also
Fairy tales

Farm life, $, 9, 23, 32, M, 73, 74, 90,494,
122 ,
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Folktales, 25, 39, 43, 54, 72, 84, 85, 95, 96,
107, 125, 127, 133, 136, 144, 148,
165, 171, 203, 244,257, 264, 271,
283. See also Fables; Fairy tales;
Legends and myths

France, 26, 35, 194, 200

Germany, 247
Guidance, personal, 4, 50, 88, 91, 97, 108,

113, 114, 120, 123, .139, 146, 193,
206, 221, 222, 223, 253, 279, 282,
284, 291

Handicapped
teaching of, I
learning about, 12, 138, 139, 156, 172,

251, 262
Hanukkah. SeeHolidays .

Kim Sung, 133
Historical fiction, 11, 23, 83; 90, 94, 137,

269, 290, 294
History and literature, medieval, 13, 155,

269
History, United States, general, 5, 6, 65,

73, 105: 178, 185, 186, 2.16
Colonial period through the

Revolution, 7, 126, 276, 299
1783-1900, 23, 36, 66, 83, 90, 94, 177,

201, 237, 252, 254, 270.
1900-present, 67, 235

Holidays, general, 87, 106, 185
Christmas, 36, 37, 38, 39, 49, 75, 94,

106,162, 175, 240
Hanukkah, 106, 295

. India, 95, 129, 2115, 209
Insects, butterflies, and spiders, 14, 47, 62,

109, 135, 158, 174, 236
Italy, 122, 242

Japan, 43, 127, 203, 229

Korea, 133

Latin America, 136
Legends and myths, 13, 52, 129,130, 136,

140, 141, 142, 179, 239, 243, 247,
287. See also Fables; Folktales

Loates, Martin Glen, 45

MacCready, Paul, 81
Mannersand courtesy, 50, 97
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Mexico, 96
Migrant wSrkers, 10
Minorities, general, 91, 104, 105, 116, 139,

161, 186, 202, 282
Amish, 8, 9 .

Black Americans,80, 83, 146, 169, 189,
250, 253, 254

Chicanos, 41
Chinese Americans, 183, 202
Japanese Americans, 67
Hispanics, 10, 202, 213
Native Americans, I I, 5.6, 59, 93, 130,

145, 161, 170,171, 201, 219
Mongolia, 243
Museums, 167
Music, 5, 6, 22, 38, 5l 54, 59, 60, 66, 85,

103, 104, 133, 140, 165, 175, 178,
203, 225, 254, 269, 278, 294

Nature study, 14, 20, 47, 62, 69, 86, 112,
128, 158, 179, 236, 259. See also
Ecology and conservation

Neighborhood sightsond sounds, I, 53,
176, 179, 204, 230. See also Nature
study

Newbery authors, 157

Peer relationships; 4, 17, 21, 26, 68, 91, 97,
113, 114, 118, 121, 123, 138, 139,
143, 161.172, 181, 189, 194, 202,

207, 214, 225, 251, 291
Perceptual skills, I, 53, 54
Pets, 1'7, 18, 27, 29, 30, 63, 154, 160, 205,

209, 226, 259, 264, 281, 295. See also
Animal stories

Poetry, 191, 278
Poland, 269, 295
Processes and products, 24, 32, 35, 98, 105,

147

Reading skills, 2, 131, 151, 288
Religious customs and triditiqps, 8, 9,

36, 37, 130, 153, 201, 225. See also .
Holidays

Rieger, Shay, 24, 41
Runavays, 146, 206
Rural life. See Farm life
Russia, 60, 84, 153

Safety and fire prevention, 76, 77:190,
238, 286 r '
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